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The Theologian's Craft 
A. Disc11ssio,1, of Theory Pom,11#011, 111ul Theor-y Testing in Thcolog11 

Scientists are generally at a loss to know 
precisely what theologians do. Mail

men deliver letters; bartenders serve nu
merous varieties of firewater; otorhinolaryn
gologists concern themselves with throats, 
ears, and noses: but what exactly do theo
logians endeavor to accomplish? The nura 
of mystery surrounding theological activity 
troubles not merely the scientist, who gen
erally has a clear-eyed view of his own pro
fessional function, but also the so-called 
"averoge man," who, though his awareness 
of his own role in life may be exceedingly 
vague, is even more troubled by the pecu
liarities of "religious" vocations. The wry 
comment of the parishioner, ''We take care 
of pastor in this life and he takes care of us 
in the next." well illustrates the gulf that, 
in general, seems to separate theological 
activity from the meaningful work of the 
world. 

A theologian of course theologizes, i. e., 
he docs theology. But the tautological char
acter of this statement requires us to press 
on: What is it to "do theology"? Etymo
logically, as everyone knows, "theology" in
volves a "speaking-of-God," and this ex
pression should be regarded very carefully, 
for its double meaning suggests the source 

1 An invitational paper presenced Aug. 24, 
1965, ac die 20th annual convention of the 
American 

Scientific Affiliation, convened 
ac 

King's College, Briarcliff Manor, New York. 

John WIINllicl, Monlgomer, is t,rof•ssor of 
ch11rch hislor, .,,,1 ch#irm.n of lh• tk/,t,rl
mnl 111 Trn1i11 B111111geliul Dwi,ri'1 School, 
D•nfiehl, JU. 

JOHN W ARWI<X MON'IGOMERY 

of difficulty in understanding the theo
logian's craft: theology speaks 11bo111 God 
{the objective genitive of the grammarians), 
but only because of "God's speaking" to 
man ( the subjective genitive); it is the ac
tive presence of the numinous in the work 
of theology that renders its task so strange 
to those who look upon it from the outside. 
But leaving aside (for the moment only!) 
the active numinosity in theological en
deavor, and concentrating on the object of 
theologicnl research, we can say very simply 
that the theologian 2 is one who engages in 
forming and testing theories concerning 
the divine. 

Our wk in this paper is thus the clari
fication of what it properly means to form 
and to test theological theories; and it is 
hoped that the result will nid both the non
theologian (particularly the scientist) to 
understand and to appreciate better the 
nature of theological endeavor and the 
theologian himself to keep his method
ological sights correctly focused.. The cen
ter of attention will be neither the histori
cal circumstances attending theological 
d1eorizing 3 nor the psychological fa.aors 

:I It will be observed that in chis essay rhe 
cerm '"theologian"' is beias used in rhe stria 
sense of '"systematic theologian"' or "doama
cician," not in the more aeneml and perfectly 
Jesitimace sense of '"professor on a tbeologial 
faculty" (a category indudias exeseca [''Bibli
cal theologians"'], church hismriam, homileti
cians, ere., ere.) • 

3 Fucinatias smdies of chis nanue are 1113-
gesced by EtiCDDC Gilson'• Hmor, of Chrislitnl 
Phi/osoph, ;,, IH /tlUtlJ. /fps (New Yo.rk: 
llandom House, 1955). Much needs ID be done 
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68 THE THEOLOGIAN'S CllAFr 

relating to theological discovery 4 - inter
esting as these subjects are. We shall bold 
ourselves quite closely to the fundamental 
realm of theological prolegomem, and seek 
to discover the nature of the operations 
that make theology theology. As the reader 
enters the rarefied air of this domain, he is 
warned to prepare himself for innovation 
and groundbreaking; it is the writer's con
viaion that precisely here lie the basic 
sources of error in much contemporary 
theological thinking, as well as the rela
tively untapped resources for theological 
recovery in our time. 

THROUGH A WBLTER OF CONFUSION 

Any attempt to get at the nature of 
theological theorizing runs the immediate 
danger of being bogged down in a morass 
of confilaing interpretations of theological 
activity. On the one hand, the student of 
the subject is faced with dogmatically 
simplistic and pejorath•e definitions, such 
as that by Princeton philosopher Walter 
Kaufmann: 

First. theology is of necessity denomina
tional Second, theology is essentially a 
defensive JDAncuver. Third, it is almost 
always time-bound and dated quickly. 
Theology is the systematic attempt to pour 
the newest wine into the old skins of 
a denomination.11 

in the hismrical study of classical Proies111nt 
theological methodologies - e.g., the "analytic'' 

and "synthetic'' methods employed by dogma
ticiaas of the 16th and 17th centuries. 

" A work alons the lines of Rosamond B. 
M. Hardina'• A• A..zo•1 of l,upimio,, tnUl 
- Bs1117 n IN CrHlnl• MOOll, 3d ed. (Cam
brldse: W. He1Fer, 1948), would be an ex
~J w.luable addicion m the literature of 
tbeolo11. 

I Walter Kaufmann, Criliq•• of R•li8io• 
atl PlnJoso,"7 (Garden City, N. Y.: Double
day Anchor Boob. 1961), p. 221, par. 57. 

To which it may be replied: First, even if 
all theologians were members of denomina
tions (which is not the ClSC), this would 
not make theology "denominatioaal" - any 
more than the (fallacious) assumption that 
all physicians are members of state medical 
societies would make medicine political. 
Secondly, the defense of the faith ( techni
cally: apologetics) is but one of the ta.Sks 
of systematic theology, not the whole or 
even the center of it. n1irdly, one needs 
a firm criterion of obsolescence in order to 

assert that theology is "time-bound" - but 
the scculorist is, ox hypo1ho1i, in the worst 
possible position to establish such a crite
rion. Finally, to define theological theoriz
ing a la Kaufmann, one must gratuitously 
assume that its content ("wine") is forever 
new and changing, that its interpretative 
categories ("skins") a.re old and denomina
tional, and that the theorizing process 
( "the pouring") requires no special ex
amination. None of these assumptions, 
however, is credible enough to warrant 
pursuing. 

Alongside of simplistically objeaive def
initions of theological aaivity, one encoun
ters existentially subjeaive descriptions of 
the theologian's work. In his Cambridge 
University Stanton Lectures on "Theologi
cal Explanation," G. F. Woods asserts, in 
partial dependence on Tillich: 

The first sense of theological explanation 
is the ultimate personal being which is the 
real ground of the world. The second 
sense is the act of seeking an explanation 
of what is ultimate, both through our own 
cffons to make it plain 1111d through its 
own endeavours to make itself plain to us. 
The third sense is the act of using ulti
mate personal being u an explanation of 
the world in which we live. These mani
fold acts of explanation take place on par-
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THE THEOLOGIAN'S CRAFT 69 

ticular occasions and are markedly influ
enced by the circumstances of the day, 
particularly by the methods of explanation 
which happened to be dominant at the 
time. But, throughout the confused series 
of particular acts of explanation, there is 
the perpetUal trend tow:i.rds the use of 
explanatory terms derived from our own 
being. \Vhat we arc is the source of all 
our methods of seeking to explain the 
aaual world.a 

Here one must unkindly lay suess on the 
author's phrase "the confused series of par
ticular acts of explanation," for confusion 
does indeed reign in any theological enter
prise where "our own (existential-ontologi
cal ) being" constitutes the center of the 
stag e. As Carnap showed the :malytical 
nonsc

nsicality 
of Heidegger's "non-being," 

so A. C. G:irnett has pointed up the unveri
fiable nonsense involved in "being"-asser
tions :is theological starting points.7 

A third major variety of metatheological 
explanation is illustrated in William Hor
dern's recently published book, Speaking of 
God, which endeavors to create a bridge 
between current "ordinary-language phi
losophy" and theology. Here Hordern, by 
an unfortunate substitution of the later 
Wittgenstein for the earlier Wittgenstein, 
leaves the fundamental problem of theo
logical verification aside and attempts to 

o G. F. Woods, Tbt1olo1foil Bxpl11n11tio11: A 
SINWJ o/ tbtJ A1.t111nin1 11Htl Jlft11111J of B,cpltdni111 
in s,;,,,,e,, Histor,, 11ntl Tb~/011, BttstJtl •Port 
th• Sllllflort udllf'tJI Dt11i11ttrt!tl ;,, thtJ U·ni11t1rsil, 
oJ C111Rbrill1•, 19,3-19,6 (WelWJn: James 
Nisber, 1958), p. 151. 

7 See John Macquarrie, T1110t1titJ1b-Cen1•r, 
R•li1io#J Tho•1h1: th• Pnn,titJrs oJ Pbilosoph, 
11,ul Tb,olon, 1900-1960 (London: SCM 
Piea, 1963), pp. 274--75. Unbappilf, Mac
quarrie does not penonallf cake Gameu'1 ai
tique to heart-or be would modify bu own 
existentially-oriencatecl rheolo11I 

describe theology as a unique, sui-generis 
"language game": 

Instead of thinking of theology as the 
queen of the sciences, an we think of it 
as the Olympic Games? ••• The Olympic 
Committee docs not legislate the rules of 
ice hockC)•, and much less docs it train 
a hockey player how to play hockey. But 
ice hockey takes its place within the total 
pattern of the Olympics, and its players 
musr meet the Olympic standards ..•. 

By analogy, natural science and other 
l:inguage games are separate and indepen
dent, with their own questions, rules, 
methods of verification, and \11.'IIYS of giv
ing answers. . . . [The] Christian faith 
annot answer scientific questions any 
more than the Olympic Committee can 
tell a hockey player how to shoot the 
puck. ... 

Theology, as the Olympics of life •• • 
docs not pretend to be a suprascientific 
system with answers to all questions left 
unanswered by science. It is concerned 
with another kind of question than is sci
ence. It docs not offer a systematic ex
planation of the universe; it is a means 
whereby man is enabled to live his life 
with a sense of purpose, direction, and 
integriry.8 

Such an approach places theolo9 in a mys
tical cloud of unknowing, and lifts the 
Mt. Olympus of theology off the earth en
tirely.0 Since theology, in Hordern's view, 
"cannot answer scientific questions," its 
axiological ship passes in the night the 
cognitive vessel of the scientific disciplines, 

B William Hordem, S,-J,,1 of GOil: lhtJ 
N11l•r• 1111tl P•rJIOs• of Tb.alo6"1fl c.a,_,. 
(New York~ Mlcmill•o, 1964), pp. 86-89. 

II The Christian ''Mt. Olympus," u Ludwi& 
Wicrscmtein'1 INdent 0. IC. BouWIIII& bu well 
shown in hi■ unpublisbecl esar, "AdftDDUe in 
Verification," is firmlf embedded in tbe eanb, 
■nd i1 indeed subject m verifiabililf caa. 

7
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70 THE THEOLOGIAN'S CRAFr 

and neither can communicate with the 
other. Moreover, and most important, the 
theological "language game" is without ex
ternal verification, so its theories do not 
have to be accepted as "Olympic rules" by 
anyone who is not theologically inclined. 
It is too bad that Hordern did not see the 
point behind Wittgenstein's concern that 
his Tractlllt/.1 logico-philosophiettS be pub
lished along with his Philosophical I,wcs
tigalio'1s. The latter without the former 
provides no answer whatc,•er to the funda
menml question: how do you know if a 
"language game" (e.g., theological theoriz
ing) represents .re:ility at all? 10 

In light of fallaciously objectivistic, ex
istentially subjectivistic, and cthcrially 
olympian descriptions of theological ac
tivity, is it any wonder that tonguc-in
cheek humor not infrequently captures the 
special-pleading character of contemporary 
theological theorizing? The January 15, 
1965, issue of Chrislutni/lj Tod4y carries 
I.awing's carroon of Moses' return from 
Mt. Sinai with the commandments; a sly 
Israelite meets him with the suggestion, 
"Aaron said perhaps you'd let us condense 
them to 'act responsibly in love.' " Here 
Bishop Robinson's theological theory as to 
the "real" meaning of the commandments 
is lampooned: the sick humor lies in the 
faa that the Israelite (probably) and 
Robinson (certainly) lacks awareness of 
the degree to which cultural conformity 
and personal preference dictate the content 
of their theological constructions. 

How can we gain clarity in this vital 
area? let us, for the moment, step outside 
of the theological realm and examine the 

10 See C. B. Daly, "New Light on Wiuscn• 
stein," Philou,plnul S1ui11 [St. Patrick's col
lege, Maynootb, Ireland], X ( 1960) , 46-49. 

essential nature of theories by way of the 
discipline in which they have been most 
thoroughly discussed: the field of science. 
Here we can gain our bearings and find an 
immediate and meaningful entrce to the 
larger question of theological theory forma
tion and testing. 

THEORY CONS1."RUCTION IN ScIENCE 

Though there have been many theories 
as to the exact nature of scientific theories, 
a general convergence and agreement 
among them is not hard t0 find. Popper 
uses Wittgenstein's analogy of the Net: 
"TI1eorics arc nets cast to catch what we 
call 'the world': to rationalize, t0 explain, 
and to master it. \Vie endeavor to make the 
mesh ever finer and finer.'' 11 Comments 
Leonard Nash of Harvard: ''He who real
izes the existence of such a conceptual 
fabric, and is cnpablc of lifting it, carries 

11 Karl R. Popper, Tha Logic of Seitm ti/ic 
Direo:, cr,•, 2d ed. (London: Hmchinson, 19S9) , 

p. S9. For Ludwig \Vitt genstein's presentation 
of the "net" analogy, see his Traetatns logieo
,philorophi ,1111 6.341-6.3S. My former profes
sor Max Black, in his exceedingly valuable work, 
A Compa11ion to Wi11g1mJ1ci, i'r Tra etat11r' (Ith
aca, N. Y.: Cornell Univcrsi1y Press, 1964), 
pp. 347-61, finds difficulrics in rhe network 
analogy bur includes: "According to rhe view I 
have been presenting the principles of mechanics 
are neither empirical gcnerulizntions, nor • · ,Priori 
truths. Taken to&Cth er, rhey constitute an ab
srncr scheme of explanation, within whose 
framework specific laws of ,Prcdetar1nin ctl form 
a.n be formulated and tested. If I am correct, 
Wittgenstein's central idea in his discussion of 
the philosophy of science has rhus been vmdi
cated," On Popper's approach to scientific theo

rizins, see Thomas H. Leirh"s unpublished Bos
ton University Ph.D. dissenation, "Popper's 
Views of Theory Formation Compared with the 

Development of Post-Relativistic Cosmolosical 
Models,'" and Leith"• article, "Some Prcsupposi• 
tions in the Philosophy of Science,'' 1f1narit1111 
Scia11ti/ic 

lfDililllion 
Jo•n111l. XVII (March 

1965), 8-15. 

8
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THE THEOLOGIAN'S CRAFr 71 

with it all its cords, all the colligative rela
tions it accommodates." 12 The use of an 
image ( the net) to illustrate the nature of 
scientific theory construction points to an 
especially viml element in such theories: 
the employment of "models" -representa• 
tions that carry "epistemological vivid
ness: 13 So, in speaking of the discovery 
that "light travels in straight lines," Stephen 
Toulmin notes that "a vital part of the dis
covery is the very possibility of drawing 
'piaures' of the optical state-of-affairs to 
be expected in given circumstances-or 
rather, the possibility of drawing them in 
:i way that {iu tho fac/.1.11 

H 

To conaetize these abstract remarks on 
scientific theorizing, let us consider a dra
matic and very recent case of successful 
theory-building: the 1962 Nobel Prize dis
covery, by James Watsan and Francis 

12 Lcon:ud K. Nash, Tho Ndluro of Ibo 
N'1lNral Seiom;os (lloston: Li1dc, Brown, 1963), 
p. 61. Sec Commissioner Tarquin's philosophy 
of scientific crime de1<.-c:1ion: ''The trick is to 
surround it [the total crime situation], and then 
pull it all together" ( Sebastien Japrisor, Com
futrli1110111 Tttours [Paris: Editions Denoel, 
1962], chap. i). 

13 The expression is Frederick Ferre's; see 
his anide, "Mapping the Logic of Models in 
Science and TheoloSY," Tho Cbrislitln Sebo/,, 
XLVI (Spring 1963), 12-15. I am nor happy 
with certain interpretations in this anide (e.g., 
the author's distinction between theories and 
models; his belief that scientific theories, unlike 
rheological theories, can exist without models), 
bur in general the anicle deserves the highesc 
commendation for its incisive wrestling with an 
exceedingly important methodological issue. 

H Stephen Toulmin, Tho PhiJ0101>h1 of Sd
onet1 (London: Hutchinson Univeniry Library, 
1953), p. 28 (Toulmin's italics). Cf. also Toul
min's more recent work, Poresi1h1 1111tl U,u/n
sl4Hdin1: A• 1!,rq•ir, ;,,,o 1ho AilllS of Seine. 
( [Bloomingron:] Indiana Univeniry Press, 
1961), passim; and Max Black's Moiols tnUl 
1tfot111>bors: St•tlks ;,, Z..•1••1• 1111tl PbilosO/lb~ 
(Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell Univeniry Press, 1962), 
passim. 

Crick, of the molecular suucture of DNA 
( the nucleic acid bearing the blueprint of 
heredity). 

\Varson was convinced by reasons based 
upon genetics th:at [the} structure could 
only be built around two spirals arranged 
"in 11 certain way." The answer lay in this 
"certain way." 

The only way of representing the thrcc
dimensionnl structure of an invisible mole
cule is ro replace atoms or groups of 
atoms by spheres and then build a model 
of the molecule. 

This is exactly wh:it Crick and Watson 
did, tirelessly attempting tO arrange the 

two spirals. To quote the expression used 
by one of them, all of their models were 
"frightful", and quite inadequate ro cope 
with DNA's known qualities ("You 
couldn't hang anything on these spi
rals") ...• 

Then came the famous "spiral night." 
Crick wns working late in a laboratory 
upstairs. On the ground floor, Watson 
also was going over a list of possible solu
tions. Th:at night Crick h:ad a revelation, 
a solution whispered to him by his intui
tion: there were only two spirals, they 
were symmerric:il, and rhey coiled in op
posite directions, one from "top to bot
rom" and the other from "bottom to top" 
( this hypothesis also reflected certain laws 
of crystallography). 

Crick raced downstairs- it was a spiral 
staircase - and enthusiastically explained 
his theory to Watson. Watson received 
ir calmly: it sounded simple to him, much 
too simple. Then, mentally, he built a 
spiral form based on thia idea. and all 
the varioua chcmic:il, biological l10d physi
cal requirements he put forward were mer 

by it. Now be too was excited; he paced 
up and down the laboratory, repeating: 
"It must be rrue, it muat be rrue.• 111 

111 Roser Louis. "A Team of &perimeacen: 
The Men Who Discovered DNA," RMlills, No. 
154 (September 1963), 4~6. 
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This lively description of the key point 10 

in the discovery of DNA's molecular struc
ture drives home several basic truths about 
scientific theorizing - truths expressed 
formally in the definitions previously cited. 
First, theories do not aeate faas; rather, 
they attempt to relate existent facts prop
erly. The DNA molecular model is a "net" 
thrown to arch the "world" of "chemical, 
biological, and physical requirements" de
manded by empirial facticity. The theory 
m:aker must never suppose that he is build
ing reality; his task is the fascinating but 
more humble one of shaping a "conceptual 
fabric" that, with "epistemologic:,.I vivid
ness,• will correctly mirror the world of 
substantive reality.11 

The DNA discovery illustrates, more
over, that theories in science are not 
formed "either by deductive argument 
from the experimental data alone or by 
the type of logic-book 'induction' on which 

10 The process of discovery in the case of 
DNA CID be traced directly to Mu: Perua's 

labon u early u 1936, and the Wauon-Crick 
theory took several Jftn to be collaterally con• 
firmecl by Maurice Wilkins, Perua, and John 
Kendrew. All five were joint recipients of 
Nobel prizes (chemistry and medicine) in 1962. 
For a recent zechniaal overview of the srare of 
research in the DNA area, see Duane T. Gish, 
'"DNA, RNA and Piotein Biosynthesis and Im
plicariom for Evolutionary Theory," Amniu• 
Sdntift& A6ilitdion Jo•nuJ, XVII (March 
1965). 2-7. 

1T See the buic distinction made by Witt
aensrein between "objecrs," or "things" (''Der 
~ae,,PMd ill: einfacb" - Wirqp:nsrein, 2.02), 
and "facd' ("Wu der Pall ill:, die Taaache, 
ill: du Bareher, van Sacbverbalu:n. Der Sach
Yerbalt ill: eine Verbinduns wn Gel,Clll1iDden 
[Sacben, Dinae,,}"-2.0, 2.01). Of course, 
theories can themselffl become the 111bPMrive 
pm for 

the 
mill of hiaher level theory, bur this 

in DO _, J.eaem the need ID disriquisb dwply 
benreeD thar which ii ID be ezplained (•:tPlk1111-
'-J and thar 

which 
does the ezplainiq (et• 

~). 

philosophers have so often concentrated or 
indeed by any method for which formal 
rules could be given." 18 Writers such as 
Braithwaite have effectively argued the case 
for the indispensable role of deductive rea
soning in scientific explanation; but Braith
waite's concluding parngraphs stress the in
ducrivist side of the coin: "Man proposes a 
system of hypotheses: Nature disposes of 
its truth or falsity. Man invents a scientific 
system and then discovers whether or not it 
accords with observed fact." 10 G. H. von 
Wright has logically demonstrated that "if 
we wish to call reasoned policies baller 
than nor-reasoned ones, it follows ..• that 
induction is of necessity the bcsl way"; :!O 

yet the appealing ghost of Francis Bacon's 
pure inductivism in science has been bid by 
such philosophers of science as Joseph Ag
assi,21 and, as the history of scientific dis
covery shows beyond question, the great ad
vances in theory have not arisen through 
static, formalistic induction.22 Rather than 

1s Toulmin, Tho Phi/01oph1 of Seiont:o, p. 
43. 

10 R. B. Braithwaire, Srio,1ti/ic 1Jxi,/11n11tio11: 
A St•rh of th• F11nt:tion of Thoor,, Prob11bilit1 
1111d 

Ltlw ;,. 
Seiont:o (Cambridge: Univenicy 

Press, 1955), p. 368. Braidt'\\'llite, it should be 
noted, is a mud, more helpful suide in the 

realm of scientific czpl:ln:ition than he is in the 
field of theological analysis; in his book /111 
1!.mpi,ieis, Vi ew of IIM N11t•r• of R1/igio111 B•
lu/ (Cambridge: Cambridge Univeniey Press, 
1955) he argues the position, giossly inapplica
ble to the Christian faith, that religious aflirma
tiom aie 

meaningful only ethiaally, 
not copi

tively. 
20 Geol'B Henrik von Wright, Th• Logiul 

Prol,J.,. of lnd•aio•• 2d ed. (Ozford: Black
well, 1957), p. 174. 

111 
Joseph 

Apssi, 'Towards an Historiogra
phy of Science," History ntl Thn,, Bnh•/U, 2 
(The Hque: Moumn, 1963). 

n Kepler's ditcovery of Man' orbit is a pu
ricalarly good illusuarion. 011 the influence of 

10
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milking invidious comparisons between 
deduction and induction in scientific theory 
formation, we should see these operations :is 

complemeni:ary,:!3 Instead of seeking mono
lid1ic explanations of scientific method, let 
us, wirh Mnx Bl:ick, "mink of science :is 

n concrescence, a growing together of vari
able, interacting, mutually reinfoKing fac
tors contributing to a development organic 
in chnrncter." :i-1 Nash provides me follow
ing helpful diagram, illustrating how scien
tific knowledge is generated by endless 
cyclical renewal::!11 

Im:igin:ition 

Co

nc

epts ~ Facts, 

h I _.- ~ observ:itions, )•pot lCSCS -._ !ff 

and theories -_,. and 
Logic experiments 

The essential place of "imagination" in 
scientific theorizing has been greatly 
stressed by Einstein; and its role can per-

Kepler's Reformation theology on his scientific 
labors, sec my ess:i y "Cross, Constellation, and 
Crucible: Lutheran Astrology :and Alchemy in 
the Age of the lleformation," Tr11Rs11&tiOR.J of 
tbo Ro1t1l Sod •~ of C11n11d11, 4th scr., I (1963) , 
251-70 (o.lso published in the British period
ical Ambix , 1h11 JoM,11.J of tb11 Soei•~ for 1h11 
StN,/,7 of Akh11m1 1111tl &,l, Ch11111u1,y, XI 
Uune 1963], 65-86, 1111d shortly to appear in 
French in R 1111 •• tl'l-listoir• 111 de PbiJosophi6 

R11/i gi111U es). See W. Pauli, 'The Influence of 
Arcbecypa.l Idea.s on the Scientific Theories of 
Kepler," in C. G. Jung and W. Pauli, Th• l11tt1r
t,ret11tion of N111•r• 1111d 1h11 Ps1&bt1, trans. Hull 
and Silz (New York: Pantheon Boob, 1955), 
pp. 147if. 

2ll See Anhur Pap's chapter on ''Deductive 
& Inductive Inference" in bis posthumously pub
lished work, A11 l11trod•etion lo 1h11 Philosoph1 
of S&i6•&•, with an Epilogue by Brand Blan
shard (Glencoe, Ill.: Fn:e Pieu, 1962), pp. 
139--50. 

:u Mu: Black, "The Definition of Sciencific 
Method," in bis Prol,/nu of Jfffllll,sis: PhiJoso
t,hiul Bssl/s (I.ondon: lloudedse le Kepn 

Paul, 1954), p. 23. 
u Nash, p. 324. 

haps best be seen by introducing alongside 
induction and deduction - as, in fact, the 
connecting link between them - Peirce's 
concept of "rerroduction" or "abduction," 
based on Aristotle's d,,:ayooy{J-type infer
ence.!!tl "Abduction," writes Peirce, "con
sists in studying facts and devising a theory 
to explnin them. . . . Deduction proves that 
something m,m be; Induction shows that 
something 11c1t1alby i-s operative; Abduction 
merely suggests mat som eming 1TlllfJ b6." :!7 

N. R. Hanson has well illustrated the cen
tmlity of such "retroductive" reasoning to 
scientific meorizing; consider Hanson's am
biguous "bird-antelope": 

Were this flashed on a screen, I might 
say, "It has four feathers." I IDlly be 
wrong: that the number of wissly lines 
on the figure is other than four is a con
ceptual possibility. "It has four feathers" 
is thus falsifiable, empirical. It is an 
observation statement. To determine its 
uum we need only put the figure on the 
screen spin and count me lines. 

The 
statement that 

the fisure .is of 

20 Aristode, Prior A•llhti&s, ii, 25; see Po1-
1nior Afllll,tiu, ii, 19. 

2, C. S. Peme, Colltla"" P11p11rs, ed. Charles 
Hartshorne and Paul Weiss (Cambridae: Hu
vard Univeniry Pieu, 1931-1958), V. pan. 
146, 171, It should go without •Jins that ac
ceptance of the Peme-Aristode reuocluaion con
cept in no way commits one to Peirce's pnamadc 
pbil010pby; I myself have argued IUOD&lY 
apimt pn&maric epiaemologia in my book, 
Tl,,, SH/¥ of 1H PIIII: A• lfllratl.aio,, to 
Philoso/,hiul Historio,r,,ph, (Ann Arbor, 
Mich.: Edwards Brothen, 1963), pp. 320-29. 
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a bird, however, is not falsifiable in the 
same sense. Its negation does not represent 
rhe same conceptual possibility, for ir con
cerns not an observational derail bur rhe 
very pattern which makes those derails 
inrelligible. One could nor even say "It 
has four feathers" and be wrong abour ir, 
if it was not a feathered object. I can show 
you )'0Ur error if }'OU say "four feathers." 
But I annot thus disclose your "error" in 
saying of the bird-:10telope that it is a bird 
(instead of an antelope). 

Pattern statements are different from 
deuil statements. They are nor inductive 
summaries of derail statements. Still the 
statement "It's a bird" is truly empirical. 
Had birds been different, or had the bird
antelope been drawn differently, "It's a 
bird" might not have been true. In some 
sense it is true. If the derail statements are 
empirical, the pattern statements which 
give them sense are also empirical -
though not in the same way. To deny 
a detail statement is to do something 
within the pattern. To deny a pattern 
statement is to attack the conceptual 
framework itself, and this denial cannot 
function in the same way •••• 

Physical theories provide patterns 
within which data appear intelligible. 
They constitute a "conceptual gestalt." 
A theory is not pieced together from ob
served phenomena; it is rather what makes 
it possible to observe phenomena u being 
of a certain sort and as related to other 
phenomenL Theories put phenomena into 
systems. They are built up "in reverse" -
retroductively. A theory is a cluster of 
conclusions in seuch of a premise. Prom 
the observed properties of phenomena the 
physicist ieasom his way toward a key
srooe idea from which the properties are 
explicable u a matter of course.28 

n N. B.. Hamon, Ptlllnns of Dis«wffJ: A• 
l•ffl#1 itllo 16• C"""'111Ml PollflUJio•s of Sa
•" (Cambricfae: Cambridae Uoivcnir, P.ras, 

Warson and Crick's discovery of the molec
ular structure of DNA dearly displays the 
centrality of retroductive inference in scien
tific theory formation: they sought a "con
ceptual gestalt" which would render intelli
gible d1e genetic and crystallographic data; 
and their resultant theory of two symmetri
cal spirals was successful precisely because 
it constituted a "keystone idea" from which 
the various physical, chemical, and biologi
cal characteristics of the molecule were "ex
plicable as a matter of course." 

It is particularly important to note that 
the validity of a scientific theory depends 
squarely upon its applicability as a "con
ceptual gestalt"; experimental confirmation 
through predictive success is of secondary 
importance and is often, of necessity, dis
pensed with entirely. In palcobiology, for 
example, experimental prediction is ruled 
out by the very nature of the subject mat
ter, and in asrrophysics and cosmological 
theory predictive experiments can seldom 
be formul:ued. Warson could say of the 
DNA spiral theory, "It must be true," 
though several years would elapse before 
X-ray diffraction patterns of the molecule 
would become available, for his theory pro
vided a full-scale ordering of the relevant 
data. 

Galileo knew he had succeeded when the 
constant acceleration hypothesis patterned 
the diverse phenomena he had encountered 
for thirty years. His reasoned advance 
from insight to insight culminated in an 

19,8), pp. 87-90. Hanson, following Peirce, 
illustrates reuoductivc inference by the classic 
cue of Kepler's theorizing to an elliptical orbit 
for Man. With the "bird-antelope," see Witt
genstein's detailed philosophical analysis of the 
psychologist Jasuow's ambiguous "duck-rabbit" 
(Philosophiul l•11•11i1t11iOJ11, ed. Anscombe and 
Rhees [New York: Macmillan, 19,3], II xi 
1948.). 
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ultimate physical cxt,licans. Further de
ductions were merely confirmatory; he 
could have left them to any of his students 
- Viviani or Toricelli. Even had verifica
tion of these further predictions eluded 
seventeenth-century science, this would not 
have prevented Galileo from embracing 
the constant accelemt.ion hypothesis, any 
more than Copernicus and Kepler were 
prevented from embracing heliocentrism 
by the Jack of n telescope with wbich to 
observe Venus' pl135es. Kepler needed no 
new observations to realize that the ellipse 
covered nil observed positions. Newton 
required no new predictions from his 
gravitation hypothesis to be confident that 
this ren lly did explain Kepler's three Jaws 

:ind n varier)• of other giv en dat:i.:?O 

THE SclENTIFIC LEVEL IN THEOLOGICAL 

THEORIZING 

We have found that scientific theories 
are conceptual gestalts, built up reuoduc
tively through imaginative attempts to ren
der phenomena intelligible. What rele
vance docs d1is have for understanding me 
theologian's labors? Can any application 
be made to the field of d1eology? Is not 
theology a unique realm of d1e "spirit," 
unscientific by its very nature? To bring 
Tertullian's famous question up to date, 
"What has the Institute of Advanced Study 
to do with Jerusalem, the laboratory with 
the church?" 

The answer to the last question is not 
''Nothing" but "Everything." Though the
ology is evidently something more than sci-

211 Hanson, pp. 89--90. Readers of the pres
ent essay who wish to delve further into the 
nature of scientific theorizing are encouraged to 
consult ]. 0. Wisdom's bibliographical article, 
"The MethodoloSJ of Natural Science: Publica
tions in :English," IA Philosot,hi• •• mil•• '• 
w•1tiim• siJr:111, ed. Raymond Klibansky, 2d ed. 
(Firenze: La Nuova Italia Edicrice, 1961-62), 
I, 164-83. 

ence (precisely what the "more" consists of 
we shall sec later), it is certainly not any
thing lass. I say this, let it be noted, not 
simply in reference to the face mat any 
theology can be an object of descriptive, 
scientific study by specialists in me history, 
philosophy, or psychology of religion.30 

This is of course true in the case of all me 
world religions; but Christianity is unique 
in claiming inuinsic, not merely extrinsic, 
connection with the empirical reality which 
is the subject of scientific investigation. 
Christianity is a hi,110,ical religion - his
torical in the very special sense mat its 
entire revelational content is wedded to 
historical manifestations of divine power. 
TI1e pivot of Christian theology is the Bib
lical affirmation u A6yoi; aap~ iyliv£-ro 
(John 1:14): God Himself came to earth 
- entered man's empirical sphere - in 
Jesus Christ, the revelation of God in the 
history of Israel served as a pointer to Mes
siah's coming, and His revelation in the 
apostolic community displayed the power 
of Christ's Spirit.31 From the first verse of 
the Bible to the last God's contacl with 
man's world is affirmed. And mroughout 
Scripture human testimony to objective, 
empirical encounter with God is presented 

30 Ir is John A. Hutchison's grear mistake 
that he srops here in analyzing the scientific as
pect of Christian theology, thereby leaving his 
reader with the impression thar the Christian 
religion is no more capable of objective valida
tion than are any of the other competing ~-odd 
faiths (L,m1w•1• 1111,l P•ilb; S1llliia1 ill Sip, 
S7mbol, •11tl A1.•1111in1 [Philadephi11: Westmin
ster Press, 1963), especially pp. 244--47, 293). 

Ill I made this point i• ~xl•ruo in the apolo
getic lectures I delivered at the Univenir, of 
British Columbia Jan. 29 and 30, 1963. These 
have been published in a slightly abridged ver
sion u a series of four articles under the genenl 
tide "History and Christianity" in His, 25 
(December 1964-Much 1965). 
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in the strongest tcrms.32 Christian theology 
thus has no fear of scientific, empirical in
vestigation; 113 quite the contrary, the his
torical nature of the Christian faith - as 
distinguished from the subjective, exis
tential cb.'lmcter of the other world re
ligions 3" - demands objective, scientific 
theologizing. 

Hence we should expect, Banh notwith
standiog,36 that theological theories, what-

3!! Sec, for example, the accounts of Gideon 
and the fleece (Judges 6), Elijah on Mount 
Carmel (1 Kings 18), and the primary-source 
testimonies to empirical conmcr with the risen 
Christ (Luke 24:36-'13; John 20:25-28; see 1 
John 1:1-4). 

:is To Kins Agrippa Paul thus defcnded the 
empirical facricity of Christ"s fulfillment of 
prophecy and resurrection: "I am speaking the 
sober truth. For the king knows about these 
things, and to him I speak freely; for I am pcr
SUll.ded wt none of these things has esaaped his 
notice, for this was not done in a corner" (Acts 
26:25-26). 

Peter's Pentecost 
sermon contains 

the 
significant 

lines: "Men of Israel, bear these 
v.'Ords: Jesus of Nazareth, a man attested to you 
by God with mighty works and wonders and 
signs which God did through Him in your 
midsr, u you yourselves know •• .'' (Acts 2:22; 
see P. P. Bruce, The New Tcsl•mcnl Doe11mn1s; 
An 

The1 Rclublei' 
5th ed. [London: Inter• 

Varsity Fellowship, 1960], pp. 45-46). 

H It might seem that such a general state
ment would not apply to Islam; however, see 
my article, 'The Apologetic Approach of Mu
hammad Ali and Its Implications for Christian 
Apologer:ia," i\f11slim. Worltl, LI (April 1961), 
111-22, and also my "Corrigendum" in i',f11slirn 
1"orltl, LI (July 1961). No world religion 
other than Christianity sulcea its life on the 
objective historical facticity of its claims; only 
the Christian faith dares to make such an as
sertion u Panl'1: "If Cbrilt has not been raised, 
then our preachins is in vain and your faith 
ii in 

vain" 
(1 Cor. 15:14). 

II At the outset of his Kireblid,• Do,-,,a 
ICar1 Barth argua: "If tbeoloo allows itself to 
be called, or calls itself, a ICience, it cannot at 
the ame time rake over the obliption to sub
mit to measurement by the canom ftlid for 
other sciences'' ( [Zurich: A. G. Zollilmn, 
1944] I/1, par. 1, aec. 1). This unwarranted 

ever suprascientific characteristics they may 
have, will most definitely display the full 
mnge of properties of scientific theories. 
The theological theorist, like his scientific 
counterpart, will endeavor to formulate 
conceptual gestalts - "networks" of ideas 
cap:ible of rendering his data intelligible. 
He will employ "models" to achieve epis
temological vividness. He will utilize all 
three types of inference (inductive, deduc
tive, retroductive) in his theory making, 
but, again like the scientist, he will find 
himself most usually dependent on the 
imaginative operation of reuoduction. 
Little more than superficial na'ivere lies at 
the basis of the popular opinion that sci
ence and theology are in methodological 
conflict because the former "employs in
ductive reasoning" while the latter "oper
ates deductively"! In point of fact, both 
generally proceed rctroductively, and 
neither is less concerned than the other 
about the concrete verification of its in
ferences. 

And how does verification roke place? 
Io science we have seen that the success of 
a d1eory depends upon its ability, as Toul
min says, to ".fit the facts." The same is 
true in theology. Ian Ramsey- though he 

opposition between theology and science di
recrly relatea to Darth's Scripturally illegitimate 
distinction between '"salvation history'" (HcilsKtJ
sehiehlo) and ordinary history (Hutori•), to his 
unqualified rejection of natural revelation, and 
to the church-directed, antiapologeric thrust of 
his entire theology. I have maintained else
where Wt Barth's fundamental difficulties here 
stem from his overreaction to Protestant mo
dernism and to his fear of subjcctins the Chris
tian faith to the secular examination for which 
John 1:14 constitutes a specific mandate (''Karl 
Barth and Contemporary Theology of History," 
l!t1tn1Koliul ThcoloKiul Sod.17 B11U.1m, VI 
[May 1963], 39-49). Gordon H. Clark, in 
his 

ezcellent work, 
KMl BM1h's ThtJOlovul 

Ar•lhotl (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and B.e
lormed Publishins Co., 1963), Chap. iii, points 
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does not see that theology exactly parallels 
science here - introduces a va.luable :ma.l 

ogy when he writes that "the theological 
model works . • . like the fitting of a boot 
or a shoe." 

In other words, we h:ivc a particular doc
trine which, like a preferred and selected 
shoe, starts by appearing to meet our em
piric:il needs. But on closer fitting to the 
phenomena the shoe m:i)• pinch. \Vhen 
tested ag:iinst future slush and rain it may 
be p roven to be not altogether wat erti,ght 
or it may be comfortoble -yet it must 
not be too comforrable. In this way, the 
test of a shoe is measured by its ability 
to match a wide range of phenomena, by 
its overall success in meeting a variety of 
needs. Herc is what I might roll the 
method of cmpiric:i l fit which is displa)•ed 
by theolog ical tb corizing.30 

This is precisely the verifying test that we 
have encountered in our discussion of scien
tific theories; the Watson-Cridc spiral 
theory was just such a "shoe" whose ade
quacy depended squarely upon its ability to 
"lit" the relevant physical, d1emical, and 
biologica.l characteristics of the DNA mole
cule. Neither Watson and Crick nor the 
great scientific theorists of past ages ( we 
have already referred to Galileo, Coperni
cus, Kepler, and Newton) achieved their 
primary success in theory construction 

up Barth's ir.nationalistic tendencies and cor
rectly notes that in citins and arsuins against 
Heinrich Scholz's six scientific norms (Banh, 
1/1, par. 1, sec. 1) Banh is in acrualiry oppos
ins the straw man of 19th-century Scientism 
( Scientific Positivism) , not genuine scientific 
method. Unfortunately Banh has never aared 
for science (Henri Bouillard, in his Gnis• •• 
Ewh,1ion, reports that even u a boy Banh dis
liked physia and mathematia); and his Cb•r&b 
Do&tntlliu (New York: Scribner, 1955-) 1uf
fen for it on almost every pase. 

H Ian T. 1lamsey MOMls .. , Ar,11.,., (Lon
don: Oxford Univenity Press, 1964), p. 17. 

through the predictive character of their 
formulations; both in science and theology 
it is "fit," not "future;• that lies at the heart 
of successful theorizing.BT 

But dearly scientific and theological 
theories are not identica.l! Where do the 
differences lie? One important difference 
( we leave others until later) is pointed up 
by Ramsey's "shoe" analogy. This analogy 
immediately raises two basic questions 
about theorizing: first and most obvious, 
How do you make the shoe ( the theory or 
model)? but second, and even more funda
mental, What foot (data) do you try to fit? 
In science, the "foor!' - the irreducible 
stuff which theorizing attempts to grasp in 
its net - is the natura.l world, and this in
cludes every phenomena.I manifestation in 
the universe. Science knows no investiga
tive boundaries; its limits are imposed not 
by the stu.ff with which it is permitted to 
deal but by the manner in which it can 
treat its data. Ex h1po1ht1si, science is 
methodologica.lly capable of studying the 
world in an objt1clwt1 manner only: it can 
examine anything that touches human ex
perience, but it can never, qua science, "get 
inside" its subject matter; it always stands 
outside and describes. This is, of course, 
both the glory and the pathos of science: it 
can ana.lyze everything, but it is prevented 
from experiencing the heart of anything. 

On the objective, scientific level, how
ever, theology has no greater advantage; it 
likewise stands outside its data and ana
lyzes. But what precisely does it analyze? 
What are the Gt1gtm11imth of theological 
theorizing- the "simples'' the theologian 
attempts to render intelligible through his 

BT 1lamsey (ibid.) pezpetuatel a mmmoa 
fallacy when he usertl that theolo&iaaJ models 
differ from scientific models in that me Jaaer 
muse geaerare ezperimealallr ffrifiable deduo

dons. 
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conceptual gestalts? In general, for Chris
tian theology, the "foot to be shod" is rev
elational experience. Theologicru theories 
endeavor to "fit the facts" of such experi
ence; theolo&Y on this level is thus one seg
ment of scientific activity 35 a whole - that 
segment concerned with revelational, as 
opposed to nonrevelational, phenomena. 
Jean Racette, in dependence on the grC3t 
contemporory Jesuit philosopher-theologian 
Bernard Lonerg.in, puts it succincdy and 
well: 

La thcologie n'est p:is une science ou une 
mgesse quelconque. Elle est la science du 
aae et du revelc. Elle est une dcmarche 
de !'intelligence l'Cfairee par la foi. Elle 
est une reflexion systematique sur un don
nee reconnu et accepte comme revelc, et 
done comme vrai.38 

However, the expression "revelational 
experience" is manifestly ambiguous. What 
does it signify? This question, without 
a doubt, is of paramount importance for 
the entire theologicru task, since a false step 
here will tragically weaken the entire 
process of theologicru theorizing - either 
by emasculation ( if one excludes from pur
view genuine revelatiooal data) or by 
adulteration (if one mixes nonrevelational 
considerations with the truly revelational 
subject matter). And, ironically, it is ex
acdy at this point that Christian theology 
has all too often trumpeted forth an uncer
tain sound-or worse, a positive discord! 
To change the metaphor, the theologian 
has not infrequently played the role of a 
blind cobbler, aying to make shoes without 
knowing what kind of foot he is shoeing; 
at other times be appears as a bungling ap

prentice, busily preparing what should be 

II ]em B.acetl:e, "la Mfthode CD thiolosie: 
Le mun du P. Lonergan au 'Theolo11 Insritute' 
de Tomna,," S~s Bullsi.slif,t•s, XV (Mai
Septemlue 1963), 293. 

dainty slippers for Queen Revelation when 
in fact he is putting together clodhoppers 
to fit the Lumberjack U. ( for Unregener
ate) Religiosity! 

Tiuougb Christian hisrory, the "re,•ela
tional experience" which yields the proper 
data for theological theorizing bas been 
understood as having either a si11gle source 
or 1111"1tiplo sources. Traditional multiple 
source positions include Roman Catholi
cism, Greek Orthodoxy, Anglo-Catholicism 
(all holding that the Bible and church 
tradition constitute valid revelational 
sources), and various sects having sacred 
books which they use alongside of the 
Bible as sources of dam for thcologizing 
( c. g., Mormonism, with its Book of 1Uor
mon; Christian Science, with Mrs. Eddy's 
Scie11ce 1111d, Health). Multiple source ap
proaches also constitute the epistemological 
core of most avant-garde mainline Protes
tant theological positions today: a combina
tion of Biblical insight, church teaching, 
and personal religious experience is sup
posed to provide the fond from which sys
tematic theology should draw its data for 
doctrinal theorizing. For Paul Tillich the 
"survey of the sources of systematic the
ology h35 shown their almost unlimited 
richness: Bible, church hisrory, bisrory of 
religion and culture." 311 For advocates of 
the post-Bultmannian "New Hermeneutic" 
(such as Ernst Fuchs and Gerhard Ebeling), 
systematic theology h3S as its subject mat
ter "the word event itself, in which the 
reality of man comes true," and by "word 
event" is meant "the event of interpreta
tion"; 410 thus theology has its source in a 

ID Paul Tillich, s,s10ffllllie Tlu1olor,, I (Chi· 
ago: University of Chicago Press, 1951), 40. 

410 Gerhard Ebeling, Th.alo1i• _, V•riii•• 
tlig11ng; Ein G•sflrieh ,,,;, RtulolJ B•bmtmn 
(Tiibinsen: ]. C. B. Mohr, 1962), pp. 14-15. 
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polar dialectic of Biblical text and situa
tional interpretation. Heinrich Ott, for all 
his differences with Fuchs, expresses essen
tially the same dual-source, dialectic ap
proach when he finds the subject matter 
of theology in "the Christ event, the reality 
of revelation and of believing," 41 and pro
poses that "dogmatics is simply to unfold 
thoughtfully without presupposing any phi
losophical schema the meaning-content ex
perienced in believing from within the ex
perience itself"; "2 systematic theology thus 
serves as a "hermeneutical arch that reaches 
from the text to die contemporary ser
mon." 43 

All multiple-source views of die subject 
matter of theology are, however, unstable. 
They tend to give preference to one source 
rather than to another, or to seek some 
single, more fundamental source lying be
hind the multiple sources already accepted. 
Among the sects the Bible has been vir
tually swallowed up by whatever special 
"sacred book" has been put alongside of 

Sec James M. Robinson and John B. Cobb, Jr., 
eds., The Ne111 He rmc,io111k (New York: Har
per, 1964), p:issi m. 

n Heinrich Ott, "Was ist systemarischc Thc
ologie? ," Z ciischri/1 /iir Tbcologie 11,itl Kirch•, 
September 1961, 2,-29, Orr simultaneously 
regards "rhe Gospel of Chrisc" as rhe subjca: 
matter of rheology, and here also rhe dialectic 
operates: "rhe Chrisr evcnr encounters us through 
rhe Gospel of Chrisr, bur rhe Gospel is ea
counrered through rhe Gospels and wirnesses 
rhar are nor yer and never will be rhe Gospel 
itself. Whar is acrually spoken is oaly the 
Gospel 11ccortli1t1 10 • • ., rhe Gospel according 
to 

Matthew, accordins 
ro Mark, according ro 

Luke, according ro John, bur also according ro 
Paul, and why nor also, dependenr 011 rhose and 
secondarily, rhe Gospel according ro Mania Lu
ther, Calvin, Rudoll Bulanaaa, or Karl Barth?" 

42 Ibid., pp. 42-46. 
a Ibid., pp. 2,-29. See James M. Robin

son and John B. Cobb, Jr., eds. Th• Llll•r 
Hnu11n ,,,,,1, ThtJOlon (New York: Harper, 
1963), passim. 

it; 44 tradition has been more determinative 
than Biblical teaching in the theological 
development of Greek Orthodoxy and Ro
m:10 Catholicism; and the 'New Herme
neutic" seems incapable of withstanding 
the old Bultmannian gravitational pull 
aw:iy from the Biblical text toward the 
other dialectic pole of contemporary exis
tential interpretation. In the "New Shape" 
Roman Catholicism of Karl Rabner, Hans 
Kung, e, al., a conscious attempt is being 
made to get behind the dualism of Scrip
ture and tradition through affirming a unity 
of "Holy Writ a11tl Holy Church"; 46 yet 
such a dialectic, like that of the Protestant 
"New Hermeneutic," does not escape the 
charge of question-begging. This is the 
essential, insurmountable difficulty in all 
multiple-source approaches to theological 
theorizing: n1ey leave unanswered the 
question of final authority. Wh:it do we do 
as Roman Catholics when Holy Writ and 
Holy Church tlisagraa? What do we do as 
Tillichians when church hist0ry1 the Bible, 
and the history of culture are not in accord? 
Obviously, one must either frankly admit 
that one source is final or establish a cri
terion of judgment over all previously ac
cepted sources-which criterion becomes, 
ex hypo1h11si, the final source! Multiple
source approaches to the subject matter of 
theology thus logically-whether one likes 
it or not - reduce to single-source intcrpre
tations. 40 

"" A poiar broughr out wirh particular force 
in J. K. Van Baalen's fine work, Th• Cbt«Js of 
1h• C•lli (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmam, 
19"), which has gone through a number of 
editions. 

,11 011 this rread, see especially George IL 
Tavard, who argues rhar "rhe aurhoriry of rhe 
Church's tradition and rhat of Scripture aze nor 
rwo, bur one" (Hoh Wril or Hoh Cb.rd, [New 
York: Harper, 19,9], p. 244). 

40 See W. N. Clarke's critique of philOlo
pher Paul Weiss' lifoJ•s of Bri,,1 (Carboadale, 
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If theology must ultimately admit that 
there is but a single "foot" which its doc
trinal theories are to fit, the question be
comes one of identifying that foot. The 
numerous identifications through Christian 
hisrory contract, upon examination, to four: 
reason, the church, Christian experience, 
and Scriptural revelation. During the 18th
century "Enlightenment" it was contended 
that the "natural light of reason," not nny 
alleged sacred writing or "special revela
tion;• constitutes the final source of valid 
theological dara.n Unhappily, however, 
pure reason (i.e., formal logic) is tautol
ogous and cannot impart any factual data 
about existent things, whether theological 
or otherwise; 48 and "reason" understood as 
"nature'' can yield atheistic ideologies al
most as easily as deistic theologies.40 In 
Romanism, the church becomes the court 
of last resort for determining what nre or 
what are not genuine data for theologizing. 

Ill: Southern Illinois University Press, 1958), 
which conceives the universe as having four ulti

mate dimensions of being: the Weissian system 
"leaves untouched the • • • fundamental and, 

for a meuphysicia.o, unavoidable problem of 
the ultimate origin or source of existence and the 
ultimate principle of unity of this whole with 
its four irreducible modes" (Y J• Rm•w, 48 
[Sepiember 1958], 130). See my review of 
Weiss' Histor,: Wrilt• •"" l.ir,11,l (Carbondale, 
Ill.: Southem lliioois University P.ress, 1962) 
in Chris1il,rril1 Toill'1, VII (July 19, 1963), 
43--44. 

47 See, for the most io!uential American 
example of this approach, Tbomu Paine's .if.1• 
of RNSo•, especially Part 2. 

48 Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand 
Rmsell, in their srcat Pnr,dflu, Mt11hntMJiu, 2d 
ed. (Cambridge: Tbe University P.ress, 1927 
co -) , showed that this is the case for formal 
Josic and for mathematics-and that the latter 
is a special case of the former. 

ti Joseph lewis' Th• T,r,nn,1 of GOil (New 
York: Tbe P.reetbongbt Press Association, 1921) 
is a popular example of atheism built on the 
natural nill in the world; beie the "Namie" 

But the argument that this is necessary be
cause even an infallible Bible requires an 
infallible interpreter suffers from the fal
lacy of infinite regress; one can always ask. 
TI1en how can the church itself function 
without a higher-level interpreter? More
over, no divine mandate can be produced 
to justify the authority of the church ns 
interpreter of Saipture.r.o 

Christian experience is the most widely 
accepted Protestant answer to d1e question 
of the source of dam for theological theoriz
ing. For the unreconsuucted Modernism 
to d1e Schleiermacher-Ritschl-Fosdick era, 
"constructive (i.e., subjective) religious 
empiricism" was expected to yield doctrinal 
reconstructions in accord with the needs of 
contemporary man. As a matter of fact, 
however, such a methodology yielded only 
the results permitted by the experiential 
nprioris of the particular d1eological in
vestigator.61 Bulrmannian existentialism 
and the post-Bultmannian theologies stem
ming from his paramount concern with 
"existential self-understanding" G:? are ac
tually "experience" theologies also: for 
them the current situation of the theo
logian, not an objectively unchanging Bib
lical message, is the determinative factor in 
theological activity. In the same general 
class fall many of the recent attempts to 
interrelate theology and "ordinary language 

which pointed Paine UllJDistakably (he thongbt) 
to a beneficent Creator points Lewis to II universe 
having no God at all. 

GO See my essay 'The Perrine Theory Evalu• 
aced by PhiloloSY and Logic" in my Sn/1• of 

lh• PIISI, pp. 351-57. 
111 I have demonstrated this in detail in 
"Constructive Religious Empiricism: An Analysis 

and 
Criticism," 

ibid., pp. 257--311. 
11:1 See especially Bultmann's 'The Task and 

the History of New Testament Theology," an 
Epilosue to his Thfflon of lh• N•w T•ll-•111, 
trans. Kendrick Grobe!, II (London: SCM Press, 
1955), 241. 
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philosophy": Ramsey's concern with the
ological theories in relation to "our em
pirical needs•; M Hick's interpretation of 
theological dogmas as "the basic convic
tions which directly transcribe Christian 
experience"; 1r1 etc. 

The absolutizing of religious experience 
commits the "naturalistic fallacy" (some
times unkindly called the "sociologist's fal
lacy") : it assumes that the "isness" of the 
believer's "existential encounter'' consti
tutes an "oughcness." No answer whatever 
is g iven to the vital question: How is one 
to know that the divine and not the de
monic is oper:itin g in die g iven experience? 
Paul Tillich :irg ues with irr efut:ible cogency 
th:it "insight into the hum:in situ:ition de-

G:I Sec abo,·e, the quor:iri on co rresponding ro 
n. 36. I suspect th:it R:imsc y's overstress on rc
lis ious expcriena:, combined with relatively 
little emph:is is on Diblicn l authority, is an under
lyins facror in his defense of F. D. Maurice's 
unce rtainty about the doctrine of erernal punish
ment (see Ramse y's On Bei11g Sttr tJ in Reli gion 
[London: University of London-Athlone Press, 
1963] , especially Chap. i). 

IH John Hick, P11i1h 11nd K1101uledgt1 (Ithaca, 
New York: Cornell University Press, 1957), p. 
198. For Hick, the "catalyst of fairh" -the 

means of theologically struauring the "apper
ccivins mass" of expcriena: - is "the person of 
Jesus Christ" (p. 196), but this Christ is not 
seen in the context of a fully reliable Biblical 
revelation. Thus in his anide "Theology and 
Verification," Hick can make the amazing state
ment: "I will only express my personal opinion 
that the logic of the New Testament as a whole, 
though admittedly not always iu explicit content. 
leads ro a belief in ultimate universal salvation" 
(Ih11olon T°"'11, XVII [April 1960], 31). 
In regard to the existence of God, Hick holds 
the experimental view that "the important 
question is not whether the existence of God 
can be demonstratl!d but whether . • • faith
awareness of God is a mode of cognition which 
can properly be trusccd and in terms of which 
it is rational to live" (Il,11 Bxis11111e11 of GOil, 
ed. John Hick [New York: Macmillan, 1964], 
p. 19). 

stroys every theology which makes experi
ence an independent source instead of a de
pendent medium of systematic theology." r;;; 
Surely the psychoanalytic discoveries of the 
20th century should give us pause before 
we commit ourselves to the transpuent 
purity of m:in's existential life! 

The analogy from human "encounters" 
sugg ests that at least some of the experi
ences which ore held to be "encounter 
with God" really are subjectively pro
duced ; can the mere claim that the experi
ences are "self-verifying" rule out the 
uncomfortable suspicion that, when dis
sociated from any empirical personality, 
they all may be only illusion? GO 

What is dearly needed is an objective 
check on existential experience - in othe£ 
words, a source of theological dam outside 
of it, by which to judge fr.GT 

Thus we arrive at the Bible GS - the 

GG For his full-scale trcaunent of this issue, 
sec Tillich, I, pp. 40--46. 

liO Frederick Perre, C..11g1111111, Logie 11rul GOil 
(New York: Harper, 1961), p. 104. Ferre's 
entire chapter on 'The Logic of Encounter" 
(pp. 94-104) is a masterly critique of much 
of the wooly "I-Thou," existential-encounter the
ology popular today. 

G7 The foregoing criticisms, it is well to 
point out, abo apply to those theologies which 
attempt to make a "living Christ" (as distinct 
from the Christ of Scripmre) the source of the
olosical theorizing. Such a "living Christ," if 
He is not known through Scripture, is neces
sarily known through extra-Biblical experience. 
But in the larter case, how CID one be sure that 
his "Christ of experience" is the tttll Christ and 
not a projection of personal or miporate re
ligious needs and desires? Tbc danaers of idola
try here are cn-crwhelmins-

118 Limitations of space prevent m from deal
ing with the question of extra-Biblical scripaues 
which claim to provide the ultimate interpreta
tion of the Bible or revelational daca mperior 
to it (e.g., the Booi of M~). Interested 
readers are referred m Van Bulen, whae the 
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source by which .reason, church, and re
ligious experience can and must be evalu
ated d1eologically. We reach this point not 
simply by process of elimination, but more 
especi:illy because only Scripture can be 
validated as a genuine source of theological 
truth.® It is the Biblical mess:ige alone 
that provides the irreducible Gog,mstii1uJo 
for theological theorizing - the "foot" 
which all theological theories must "fit." In 
the words of the Reformation axiom, 
"Quod non est biblicum, non est theo
Iogicum." The Christian theologian, like 
the scientist, faces a "given"; he endeavors, 
not to create his data, but to provide con
ceptual gest:ilts for rendering them intelli
gible and interrelating them properly. 
What nature is to the scientific theorizer, 
the Bible is to the theologian. Franz Pieper 
astutely argued this parallel as follows: 

If we would escape the deceptions which 
are involved in the attempts to construct 
a human system of theology, we must ever 
bear in mind that in theology we deal 

unverifiable nature of these claims is made pa
cent, and where specific refutation of many of 
them is ,given. 

GO In my Sbttp, of th• PtUI I have sum
marized what I believe to be the crux validation: 
"l. On the basis of a.cceptcd principles of cextual 
and historical analysis, the Gospel records are 
found m be trusrworthy historical documenu -
primary source evidence for the lire of Christ. 
2. In these records, Jesus exercises divine prerog
atives and claims m be God in human .ftesh; and 
He rests His claims on His forthcoming rmu
r:ection. 3. In all four Gospels, Christ's bodily 
resurrection is described in minuce detail; Christ's 
resurr:ection evidences His deity. 4. The fact of 
the resurrection cannot be discounted on II priori, 
philosophical grounds; miracles are impossible 
only if one so defines them - but such definition 
rules out proper historical inftltiptioa. 5. If 
Christ is God, then He speaks the truth concern
ins the absoluce divine authority of the Old 
Testameat and of the SOOD-m-be-writcen New 
Testament." 

with given and unalterable facts, which 
human reasoning and the alleged needs 
of the "system" cannot change in the least. 
There is, as has been pointed out, an 
analogy here between natural history and 
theolo,S)'· Natural history studies the ob
servable data in the realm of nature; its 
business is to observe the facts. All human 
knowledge of natural phcnome113 cxrends 
only so far as man's observation and expe
rience of the given facts extends. The true 
scicnrist docs not determine rhe nature and 
characterisrics of plants and animals ac
cording to a preconceived and hypothetical 
S)

•
st cm .... 
This matter bas been aptly illustrated 

b)• contrasting railroad sysrems and moun
tain S)•st ems. A railroad system is con
ceived in the mind of the builders before 
ir exists; its construction follows the blue
print drawn up by the engineers. The 
mountain system, on the other hand, docs 
not follow our blueprints. We can only 
report our findings regarding its charac
teristics, the relation of the different 
mountain ranges to each od1er, etc., as we 
find them. The theologian is dealing with 
a fixed and unchangeable fact, the Word 
of God which Christ gave His Church 
through His .Apostles and Prophets.GO 

To be sure, the affirmation that Holy 
Scripture is the sole source of data for 
theological theorizing poses questions re
qumng serious attention. Specifically: 
( 1) Is the Bible an inerrandy reliable 
source of revelarional data? ( 2) Is the 
Bible self-interpreting? (3) Does the Bible 
provide the norms as well as the subject 
matter for theological theory construction? 
We cannot hope to discuss any one of these 
questions fully here, but we can indicate 

GO Franz Pieper, CbristiM, Do,,,,lllks, uans. 
and ed. T. Engclder, J. T. Mueller, and W. W. 
F. Albrecht (St. Louis: Concordia Publishins 
House, 1950-1957), I, 142---43. 
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the ccntr:il considerations which demand 
nflirmative answers in each case. 

In a recently published paper,01 I have 
attempted to show that :my view of Bib
lical inspir:ition that rejects the incrrancy 
of Scripture is not merely incorrect, but in 
faa 111eani11gless from the standpoint both 
of philosophical and of theological analysis. 
Anti-inerrancy inspir:ition positions arc 
based upon dualistic and existentialistic 
presuppositions that are incapable of being 
confirmed or disconfirmed ( thus their 
analytically meaningless character), and 
they fly directly in d1e face of the Scrip
tur:il epistemology it self , which firmly joins 
"spiritual" truth to historical, empirical 
facticity and regards all words spoken by 
inspiration of God as carrying their 
Author"s guar:intee of veracity. Moreover, 
if in some sense Scripture were not un
qualifiedly a reliable source of theological 
truth, what criteria could possibly distin
guish the wheat from the chaff? Not the 
Scripture itself ( by definition), and not 
anything outside of it ( for the "outside" 
factors would then become revelation, and 
we have already seen that extra-Biblical 
revelation-claims are incapable of valida
tion)! 

This latter point also applies to the ques
tion of the self-interpreting nature of the 
Bible: Were the Scripture not self-inter
preting, then 11 "higher" revelation would 
be needed to provide interpretative canons 
for it; but such a Bible-to-the-second-power 
cannot be shown to exist. And, indeed, 
there is no reason to feel that one should 
exist. If God inspired the Scripture, then 

01 Joba Warwidc Monrsomcry, "Inspiration 
and Iaerraacy: A New Departure," l!,.,,,,,,,lielll 
Thttolosiul Son.11 811ll,11iR, VIII (Sprias 
1965). 

its self-interpreting persp1cu1ty is estab
lished. The reformers soundly argued that 
"the clarity of Scripture is demanded by its 
inspiration. God is able to speak clearly, 
for He is the master of language and 
words." 02 True, "there are many impene
trable mysteries in Scripture which are un
clear in that they cannot be grasped by 
human intellect, but these mysteries have 
not been recorded in Scripture in obscure 
or ambiguous language." 83 Present-day 
specialists in Biblical hermeneutics who 
have been uained in general literary in
terpretation make every effort to impress 
upon their students and readers that the 
Bible must be approached objectively and 
allowed to interpret itself. Thus Robert 
Traina writes in the Introduction to his 
superlative manual, Melhodical Bible 
Stt1ll,

•: A 
New Approach 10 Henncnealics: 

Now the Scriptures are distinct from 
the interpreter and are not an integral part 
of him. If the truths of the Bible already 
resided in man, there would be no need 
for the Bible, and this manual would be 
super.Ouous. Bur the fact is that tho Bibla 
is 1111 objce1i1111 botl, of lit11rt11ur11 which 
exists because man needs to know certain 
truths which he himself cannot know and 
which must come to him from without. 
Consequently, if he is to discover the 
truths which reside in this objective body 
of literature, he must utilize an approach 
which corresponds in nature with it, that 
is, 110 obj11e1i1111 approacb.114 

02 Robert Preus, Th. l111pir111ion of Serip1•r11: 
A St•"1 of th. Th11olo11 of Sn,11r,1HtU/J C1111J•r, 
L,,1/J11rt1n Do11R11tieil,,rs (Edinburgh: Oliver aad 
Boyd, 1957), p. 159. 

03 Ibid., p. 157. 
GI Robert T.raiaa, Af111/Joilielll Bil,J. S1,uly: A 

N11111 Afl/lf'Olleh lo H.,,,,._,iu (New York: 
Ganis and Harris, 1952), p. 7; T.raina'1 icalia. 
This book was fint published in 1952 aad is 
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Such a hermeneutic 11pproach b:is been ex
plicitly adopted by the great systematic 
theologians, p:ist 113 11nd present,00 and ,n"s' 
be presupposed in theological theorizing if 
one is to a,•oid interpreting and systematiz
ing one's own subjective opinions a.nd de
sires instead of God's Word. The "circu-
1:ll'ity principle" of Bultmann a.nd his 
former disciples 07 gives carte blanche to 
this latter error 11nd invariably destroys the 
possibility of sound theological d1eorizing; 
as I have written elsewhere: 

\Vh

eo 

Bultmann argues that not only his
torical method but also existential "lifc
relation" must be presupposed in exe
gesis, he blurs the aim of objectivit)• which 

avail:ible from the Biblical Seminary in New 
York. Serious application of its principles offers 
perhaps the best counteractive to such absurdly 
superficial judgments as Kaufmann's rem:irk on 
"the overt ambiguity of the Scriptures" (Kauf
mann, p. 227) : "la no case can a theology really 
do justice to the Scriptures because ic refuses to 
take into account their heterogeneity and their 
deep differences." 

GIi 4, 
the 

classical Lutheran dogmatician 
Johana Gerhard (1582-1637), in his Loei 
1beologiei, Preuss-Frank ed., I, 237-40. 

GO E.g., my esteemed colleague, J. Oliver 
Bu111"ell, Jr., in his epochal work, A s, •stem111ie 
Th,0/011 oJ 1h11 Cbristilnl Reli gio• (Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1962-1963), I, 
24-25. Edward John Carnell has rightly praised 
Buswell for his "repeated imisa:nce thac a uni
vocal meaning unite1 the mind of God with the 
mind of a Christian. The defense of univocal 
meaning implies a forthright rejection of all 
species of theology, ancient or modem, that 
either openly assert or tacitly consent to the 
hypothesis that tNth signifies one thing for God 
(becalllC He is almighty) and another for a 
Christian (because he is merely human)" 
(C/msliai"J Toi111, IX [Feb. 26, 1965], 40). 

OT 
Heinrich 

Ott defends the "bermeneutical 
circle" u strongly u does Bultmann; see Ott, pp. 
23-25. The "bermeaeutical circle" approach is 
of mune an outgrowth and mrollary of Heideg
gerian em1mtialism. 

is essential to all proper literary and his
torical study. Following Dilthey ns well 
as the general stream of philosophical ex
istentialism, Bultmann 11ttcmpts to "cut 
under the subject-object distinction"; he 
claims that "for historical understanding, 
the schema of subject and object that has 
validity for natural science is invalid." 
But in fact the subject-object distinction 
is of crucial importance in history as well 
as in natural science, and onl)• by aim
ing to discover the objective concern of 
the text (rath er than blending it with 
the subjective concern of the exege te) can 
successful exegesis take place.GS 

But does the Bible ,per se yield the 
norms, or only the subject matter, for theo
logical theorizing? Not only from existen
tially orientated Bultmannians and post
Bultmannian advocates of the "New 
Hermeneutic," but also from Paul Tillich, 
who hns valiantly endeavored to stiffen 
theological existentialism by means of 
oncology, we receive the negntive reply that 
Scripture cannot in itself supply absolute 
norms for theological construction. After 
noting the variety of norms employed 
through church history for imp:ll'ting sig
nificance levels to Biblical data, Tillich 115• 

serts: ''The Bible as such has never been 
the norm of systemntic theology. The norm 
has been a principle derived from the 
Bible in an encounter between Bible and 
church." 00 Now we readily grant that 
church history presents a number of dif
ferent normative approaches to Holy Writ: 
the early Greek church's suess on the Logos 
as the light shining in the darkness of 

as John '\Varwidc: Moar.gomery, 'The Fourth 
Gospel Yesterday and Today," CONO>ltDIA Tlm
OLOGICAL MONTHLY, XXXIV (April 1963), 
204. 

• Tillich, pp. 50-51. 
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man's mortality,70 the sacramental Cluis
tology of the Western church in the Middle 
Ages, the Reformation emphasis on God's 
gracious forgiveness of sin, Protestant 
Modernism's concern with social ameliora
tion, Tillich's own concentration on Christ 
as the New Being, etc. But are we, n la 
Tillich, to commit the naturalistic fallacy 
and assume that bccnusc varied judgments 
on the norm of Biblical theology har1• 
existed they sho11/tl have existed, or that the 
various historical judgments on the norm 
have been equally valid, simply because 
they have met the needs of the time, or 
that Scripture docs not in fact provide its 
own absolute norms for unifying its con
tent? Tillich's dialectic "encounter between 
Bible and church" as the source of norms 
inevimbl)• degenerates to historical rela
tivi_sm, leaving his own norm without justi
fication along with the others. 

In point of fact, one can readily detect 
unsound theological norms (e.g., Modern
ism's "social gospel") by virtue of their 
inability to give Biblical force to central 
Scriptural teachings and by their unwar
ranted elevation of secondary ( or even un
biblical) emphases to primary position. In 
other words, Scripture docs very definitely 
supply "weighting factors" for its own 
teachings. Moreover, the majority of norms 
displayed in the history of orthodox the
ology have not really been as divergent as 
Tillich's discussion implies: most often 
they have displayed complementary facets 
of the overarching Biblical message that 
"God was in Cluist, reconciling the world 

TO See Jaroslav Pelibn's Th, u,1,, ol lh, 
WorU: A &ui, 1•1111 i11 l!tlrl1 Chris1ia 
Tho•1h1 (New York: Harper, 1962), and TJ,, s-,. ol Dul/,: Lil,, DMIIJ, tl1lll l•.ao"""'1 ;,. 
1/,1 l!tlrl1 Pt11/,,rs. (New York: Abiqdon, 
1961). 

unto Himself." Scripture itself makes this 
Christocenuic teaching primary and ranges 
its other teachings in objective relation to 
this teaching; and a sinful church learns 
this not through its historical "encounters" 
(whid1 are always tainted) but from the 
perspicuous text of Holy Writ. Only Scrip
ture is capable of truly interpreting Scrip
ture; and only Scripture is able to provide 
the norm-suucrure for its interpretation 
and for the construction of theological doc
trine based upon its inerrantly inspired con
tent. 

Terminating, then, our discussion of the 
scientific level of theological theorizing, we 
must reaffirm the fundamental thesis for 
which proof has been marshalled in •x-
1,mso: science and theology form and test 
their respective theories in the same way; 
the scientific theorizer attempts objectively 
to formulate conceptual gestalts ( hypo
theses, theories, laws) capable of rendering 
nature intelligible, and the theologian en
deavors to provide conceptual gcstalts 
(doctrines, dogmas) 71 which will "fit the 

Tl Hick (Ptlill, t111tl K•o111W81, pp. 198ff.) 
distinsuishes between "dogmas" and "doctrines": 
the former "define the religion in question bf 
pointing to the area of primary religious ez. 

periences from which it has arisen" (example: 
The Apostles' Creed); the latter are "the propo
sitions officially accepced as interpreting [the 

religion's] dogmas and as relatiq them m
gether in a a,herent system of thouaht." This 
is a useful distinction in practice, but Hick ern 
at several poiacs in developiq it. ( 1) Not 
"relisious experiences" but the Holy Scripaua 
are the proper source of clara from which Chris
tiAD 

dogmas 
are cleveloped (ace above, our lat 

at a. 54). (2) Doctrinal lflteJDS are not 11D 
be built upon "dogmatic foundation"; doctrinel, 
no less then dosmu, are gesralcs that a,acepm
alize BilJiul clara. (3) The difference be
tween dosmu and 

doctrines 
cloea not lie in tbe 

"med and uach•ar,hle" dwaaer of the former 
as toatruted with the 'ftriable 11at11re of tbe 
latter (/,oll, are theoretically alcemble, for cmly 
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SCIENCE THEOLOGY 

THE DATA 
(Epistcmolosical 
certainty presupposed) 

CONCEPTUAL GESTALTS 

(In order of decrcasins 
certainty) T2 

Nature 

Laws 

Theories 

Hypotheses 

facts" and properly reflect the norms of 
Holy Scripture. The above tabular sum
mary perhaps offers the best conclusion to 

Scripture is inerrant) nor in the fact that dog
mas are formulated by "• descriptive and em
pirical process" while the construction of doc
trines is "speculative in method," involving 
"philosophical thinking" (boil, arc Wittgenstcin
ian 

"nets" 
to catch Scripture-not descriptive 

assertions or philosophical speculations). In 
actuality, the distinction between dogmas and 
doctrines is q111nrlit.1i11 e: the former are more 
stable became they are based on a greater '\\'Clllth 
of Biblical evidence, whereas the latter express 
theological convictions for which less Scriptural 
support can be adduced. It follows that no stria 
or absolute line can be drawn between dogmas 
and 

doarines, 
or berv,een heresy (the rejection 

of orthodm: dogma) and heterodosy (the rejec
tion of orthodox doctrine). Christian chwches, 
in formnwins resu of fellowship, should pn>
ceed with great care 10 u to avoid the twin 

errors of lair, (stemming from an insufficiently 
defined or enforced dogmatic-doetrinal position) 
and bi&ou, ( the bruising of consciences through 
required subscription to Biblically doubtful doc
trines). Thomas Campbell's rule remains the 
best guide: ''Where the Scriptures speak. we 
speak; where the Scriptures are silent. we are 
silent." 

T2 A,l,sol,,u cenainty, both in science and in 
rheology, iests only with the daca (for the 
former, natural phenomena; for the latter, Scrip
mml afmmadon). All conceptualizadons on the 
buis of these daca lack ultimate certainr, (in 
science the Einslleinian 

revolution 
helped to 

The Bible 

Ecumenic:,.! Creeds (e.g., the Apostles' 
Creed) and historic 
Confessions (e.g., the Aussburg Confes
sion) 
Theologic:,.l systems ( c. g., Calvin's 
lnslilttlos) 
Theologic:,.l proposa ls ( c. g., Gustaf Au
lea's Chrislt/S Vi,lor) 'l':S 

the rather involved discussion preceding it 
115 well 115 the best background for what is 
to follow. 

m:ake this clear) , but some formulations are 10 
'\\

•ell arrest
ed by rhe dam that they acquire a 

praaically (though not 11 d1eoretica lly) "ccr• 
rain" status; in science we call such gesmlts 

"laws," in rheology, "creeds" and "confessions." 
Just 111 a denial of scientific laws removes one 
from the scientific community (sec modern al• 
chemists such as Tiffercau and Jolliver-Casrelor) , 
10 

denial 
of creeds and confessions results in 

one's separation from ecclesiastical circles. Sci
entific hypotheses and th eological proposals, 

ho'\\•ever, arc never proper rcsrs of "fellowship," 
for they lie, by definition, in the realm of open 
questions - which, hopefully, more invcsriga • 

tion will either raise ro a hi gher status or aause 
to 

be di
saa rdcd. Scientific "theories" ( in the 

narrow sense) and theological systems occupy 
an intermediate position between laws/ creeds

confessions and hypothcses/theologiaal propoals; 
thus although they are not generally made the 
bu.is of f o,m.l rests of fellowship, they often 
have that function on an informal (social or 
psychological) level (see the negative reception 
in scientific drcles of Immanuel Velikovslcy's 
cosmological theories). 

It is of course possible to develop • more 
extensive classification of conceptual gescala ia 
science and theology (since only quantitative 
di&rences eirist among the respective level■), 

but the above scheme appears to be the most 
generally useful; in Roman Catholic dogmatia, 

at leut 10 "theological grades of c:ertainr,'' 
are distinguished, from "immediately revealed 
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THll ARTISTIC AND SACRAL I.EvELS 

IN THEOLOGICAL THEORIZING 

A recent article describing the sorry 
Spiritualist phase at the end of Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle's distinguished career con
cludes with this thought-provoking eval
uation: 

He was ill suited by personal temperament 
and life experience to become a religious 
philosopher. His natuml s)•mpathies were 
located in the outer rather dun the inner 
life of man, :is seen in his power to de
scribe :ictions in his literature and his fail
ure to portr:iy chamcter. Thus he was 
continually drown towards the :ippcarance 
of :in event, its overt significance, but de
nied rhe :ibility to perceive its inner mean
ing.;4 

Le:iving aside the disputable point ( to 
which no addict of Sherlock Holmes could 
possibly agree! ) that Doyle was a poor de
lineator of cl1amcrer, one finds here an ex
ceedingly important reminder that d1e the
ological realm requires something more of 
investigators than scientific objectivity 
alone: it demands "the ability to perceive 
inner meaning." What is involved in d1is 

truths" to "tolerated opinion" (see Ludwig On, 
P1md•mo111.Js of C.rho/ir; Dogm•, trans. Patrick 
Lynch and ed. James Bastible, 2d ed. [SL Louis: 
Herder, 1958], pp. 9--10, par. 8). 

73 On the "Chrisrus Victor" atonement motif, 
set forth in historical context in Gust11f Aulen's 
book of that tide (trans. A. G. Hebert [New 
York: Macmillan, 1956]), see the Appendix to 
my Ch71,1111•1 on S•r:rifir;o: A R•/o,m•tion Tn. 
tis• in Bihlittd Thoolo17 (SL Louis: Concordia, 
1962), pp. 139-t6, where I compare the 
AulEn 

approach with Anselm's "Latin doctrine" of the Atonement and with Abelard's "subjective 
view." 

H Sherman Yellen, "Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle: Sherlock Holmes in Spiridand," lntff
n•tio11•l ]011,11.J of P•r•JJs,r;ho/017, VII (\Vinrier 
1965), 54. 

"inner meaning," and what concction does 
it have with theological theorizing? 

A powerful hint toward an answer is 
provided in Luther's description of his 
theological method, which he characteris
tically drew from Scripture itself: 

Let me show )•ou a right method for 
studying theology, the one th.:r.t I have 
used. If you adopt ir, you will become so 
learned dut if it were necessary, you )•our
self would be qualified to produce books 
jusr as good as those of the Fathers and the 
church councils. Even as I dare to be so 
bold in God as to pride myself, without 
arrog:ince or lying, as not being greatly 
behind some of the Fathers in the matter 
of making books; as to my life, I am far 
from being their equal. This method is 
the one which the pious king David 
teaches in the 119th Psalm and which, 
no doubr, was practiced by all the Parri
archs and Prophets. In the 119th Psalm 
you will find three rules, which are abun
dantly expounded throughout the entire 

Psalm. They are called: Oralio, Mt! tliltllio, 
Te111111io.

7
r. 

By medi1a1io Luther meant the reading, 
study, and contemplation of the Bible (i.e., 
very much what we have spoken of in our 
foregoing discussion of the objective aspect 
of theological methodology) ; by lnltllio 
he meant internal and external temptation 
-what we today would doubtless call sub
jective, experiential involvement; and by 
oralio ("prayer") he meant the vertical 
contact with the Holy One, without which 
all theologizing is ultimately futile. Much 
the same threefold approach to theology 
is suggested by the ueaanent of the con-

TD This passqe appears iD the prefaa: ID 
the German section of the first edition of 
Luther's collected wridnp (\Vitrienberg, 1539). 

For an excellent discussion of it. see Pieper, I, 
186-90, from which our translation is quorm. 
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cept of faith in cl:wical Protestant ortho
doxy: faith involves noli1it1 ("knowledge" 
- the objective, scientific element) , 111-

sennu ("assent" - the subjective ele
ment), and fitlNdt1 ( "trust/ confidence" -
the vertical, regenerating relation with the 
living God) .To Quenstedt grounds this 
analysis of faith in John 14: 10-12, where 
v.10 (motEUEL; on ... ) speaks of knowl
edge, v.11 (:rtLO'tE'UEU ~LO L) of assent, and 
v.12 (ntcrnucov El; Aµs) of confidence; 
and he notes that "heretics can have the 
first, the second the orthodox alone, the 
third the regenerate; and therefore the lat
ter always includes the former, but this 
order cannot be reversed." 77 Theology, 
like the faith to which it gives systematic 
expression, has objective, subjective, and 
divine levels, none of which can be disre
garded. Having discussed the scientific base 
in theological theorizing, let us now focus 
attention on the second, or artistic, level of 
theological activity. 

Th11 Th11ologin 111 Arlisl. In his ex
cellent inttoduaion to literary criticism 
("How Does a Poem Mean?'') John Ciardi 

TO A particularly attractive presentation of 
this thiccfold conception of faith is given by 
Johann Gerhard, W, ~54Jf. A similar treatment 
can be found in Martin Chemnitz' Lori th•• 
olop:i, II, 270. 

n Johann Andreu Quemrcdt (1617-
1688), Th,olop, tliuako-f)olndu, IV, 282. 
For Quenstedr. u for many of the other clas
sical Proiatant dogmaticiam, both •otilill and 
111sns,u pertain to the intellect, and M•d. to 
the will; hOWCftr, 111snnu is better regarded as 
bridsina the pp between i.ntellea and will, for, 
u Chemnitz correctly asserts, it involves "not 
mesely a genenl assent but that by which each 
one determines with firm persuasion, which Paul 
calls assurance (KA11ooepo0[a, Heb. 10:22), that 
the univenal promise belo1111 privately, i.ndi
Yidaally, and apecifically to him and that he 
also is included in the genenl promise" (IV 
282). I 

quotes the following pass:ige from Dickens' 
Hartl T imes: 

"Bitzer," said Thomas Gradgrind, "your 
definition of a horse." 

"Quadruped. Gramnivorous. l1orty 
teeth, nnmel)• twenty-four grinders, four 
eye-teeth , :md twelve incisive. Sheds co:n 
in the spring; in marshy countries sheds 
hoofs too. Hoofs h.u d, but requiring to 
be shod with iron. Age known by marks 
in mouth." Thus (and much more) Bit
zer. 

"Now, girl number twent)•," snid Mr. 
Gradgrind, ">•Ou know what a horse is." 

Ciardi quite rightly points out that, after 
having heard this learned description, "girl 
number twenty" knew "what a horse is" 
only in a very special and limited way: she 
knew horses in a formal, objective, scien
tific manner, but not at all in a personal, 
experiential way-not in the way in which 
a poet or an artist endeavors to convey 
knowledge. In the same vein, Peter \Vinch 
argues for the legitimate, and indeed neces
s:iry, inclusion of subjective involvement in 
the work of the social scientist; over aga inst 
psychological behaviorism he asks the 
rhetorical question: "Would it be intelli
gent to try to explain how Romeo's love 
for Juliet enters into his behaviour in the 
s:ime terms as we might want to apply to 
the rat whose sexual excitement makes him 
run across an elecuically charged grid to 
reach his mate?" TB Theorizing in the hu
manities or social sciences requires more 
than scientific objectivity; it also demands 
"the language of experience" TD - "grasp-

Ta Peter Winch, Th• 1"•• of • Sorilll Sdnc• 
ntl 111 R•l111in 10 Pbilosot,h, (London: Rout
ledse ac Kcsan Paul, 1958), p. 11. 

TD John Ciardi, "How Does a Poem Mean?" 
in A• lntroll•clio• lo Lilnlll•r•, ed. Gordon N. 
Ray (Boston: HoughtoD MUilin, 1959), p. 666. 
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ing the ,point or meani,ig of what is being 
done or said." ao 

Is this also true of theology? We have 
justified the scientific character of theo
logical theorizing by pointing to the em
pirical, objective nature of God's historical 
revelation in Holy Scripture; now we must 
make die equally important point that, by 
virtue of its historical character, the Bibli
cal revelation lies also in the realm of die 
social sciences and humanities. Because 
God revealed Himself in bistory, and the 
Bible - the source of all true theological 
gesralts - is a historical document, tbeo
logicn l theories must partake of the dual 
science-art character of historical method
ology. The historian cannot stop witb an 
external, objective examination of facts, 
and records; as Benedetto Croce and R. G. 
Collingwood have so well shown, he must 
relive the past in imagination-reenact it 
by entering into its very heart.81 As Jakob 

80 Winch, p. 115. Winch illustrates with 
Witrsensrcin's hypothetical society, where the 
people sold thefr wood by piling the timber "in 
hc:i ps of arbiu:ary, varying height and then sold 
it at a price proportionate to the area covered by 
the piles. And what if they even justified this 
, •ith th e , ·ords: 'Of course, if you buy more 
timber, you must pay more'?" (Ludwig Wittgea• 
stein, R•,,,•rlts 011 th• Po•11it11io111 of Al•IH· 
••ties [Oxford: Blacn-ell, 1956], pp. 142ff.). 
To 11n,orst•11,I, such behavior, aota Winch, re
quires much more than the formulation of 
statistiail laws concerning it. {"Undencaading" 
is here used, let it be noted, nor in an abstract, 
purely cerebral way, bur in Mu Weber's sense 
of V ,rs1,1,,,. - "empathic comprehension"; see 

Talcott Parsons, ''Unity and Diversity in the 
Modem Intellectual Disciplines: 1be iole of 
the Social Scienca," DIIINl.l#I: Jo•n1tll of ,1,, 
Am•ri"" A,.J.., of A,u .,,ti, Sdnc.s, XCIV 
[Wiater 1965], 59 ff.). 

81 On the hismriail philosophies of Croa: 
and Collingwood, see my SIMp. of th, PIIII, pp. 
90 ff. Crime detection, like history, is both a 
science and an arr; thus Commissioner Tarquin 
(see above, n. 12) also recommends in the in-

Burckhardt's Cwilizalion of 1h• Rfflllis
st1t1c• i11 lla/,,y and Johan Huizinga's W .,,. 
ing of the Middl• Ages magnificently de
lineate their respective historical epochs by 
cutting to the essence of them, so meolog
ical constructions must meet Ernst Cas
sirer's standard for every "science of cul
ture": they must teach us "to interpret sym
bols in order to decipher their latent mean
ing, to make visible again the life from 
which they originally came into being." 82 

We cannot enter into me problem of the 
logical starus of subjective artistic asser
tions; 83 suffice it to say, as has been effec
tively shown by Ian Ramsey and others, 
mat such judgments follow from the inde
pendent, irreducible nature of the "I," which 
is in fact presupposed in all statements 
about the world - including scientific 
statemcnrs. lM What we do wish t0 empha
size is the necessity of incorporating the 

vesrigation of a woman's murder: "Put your
self inside this woman's skin, ger to know her 

better than she knew he rself, become her twin. 
Get to uadentand her from the inside our, if 
you sec what I mca.a" {Japrisor, Chap. iii). 

112 Ernst Cassircr, Th• Logk of IH H•-i
tus, trans. C. S. Howe (New Haven, Conn.: 

Yale University Press. 1961), p. 158. 
83 A good beginning can be made with 

Virgil C. Aldrich's Philosopl,7 of lfrl {Ensle
wood Oiff1, N. ].: Prentice-Hall, 1963). 

8' "In every situation, when 'I' and 'me' have 
been distinguished, 'I' OIDDOt be given exhaus
tive 'objective' analysis without dcayiq our

selves in fact, or without 111pposiq that the 111b
jea-objea relation in the comuuction of Jan. 
suasc is merely 111bjea-predicare, which seems a 
quire unnecasary, indeed a quire clisuuous, u
lWDption. Ir is what Whitehead calls 'aueme 
objeaivism' which even objectifies the subject'' 
(Ian T. Ramsey, 1,firMks: •• Bxnds• i• Logiul 

1,fqwo,J,. If• 1-1-"' ua.,. IHliHntl &
Jo,. th• VfliHrn11 o/ Ox/oN o• 7 D•-'-
19,1 [O:dord: Clarendon Press, 1952], p. 1'). 
See Karl Heim, Chrislia P.uh .,,ti, NMlfflll 
Sd.11c., uans. N. Honoa Smith (New Ym:k: 
Harper Torcbboob, 1957), passim. 
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artistic element into all theological theories, 
in order to avoid a depersonalization of 
theology and the concomitant freezing of 
Biblical doctrine. Concretely, all valid the
ological theories must be set within the "in
visible quotation marks" of belief,SG must 
represent the personal, inner involvement 
of the theologian with Holy Scripture, and 
must convey a genuine reliving and reen
actment of historical revelation. 

The presence or absence of such artistic 
criteria as these is to be determined not by 
formulae, but by individual sensitivity on 
the part of theologian and Christian be
liever. Yet the artistic factor is no less real 
because of that. Just as a sensitive social 
scientist can recognize the greatness of 
William James's Varieties of Raligiotts Bx
peri.a,ico as compared with pedestrian 
monographs on the same subject and the 
sensitive literary critic has no doubt as to 
Milton's stature among epic poets, so the 
Christian who is in tune with Scripture can 
readily distinguish between theological 
theorizing that cuts to the heart of Biblical 
revelation and theological theories that 
{scientifically correct as they may be) oper
ate on a superficial level. Luther's insis
tence in presenting the doctrine of the fall 
of man that "you should read the story of 
the Fall as if it happened yesterday and to 
you" has this requisite inner quality,88 as 

Ill Jlamsey, Mod~ls ntl ltf,stn,, p. 27: 
'"There an - and it is a logic:al 'an' - be no 
objects without a subject which cannot itself 
be 

mlucible 
to objects. The ideal of logic:al 

completion is never a third-person assertion; it 
is a fint-penon assertion. H• ~,,., X neces
sarily c:arrics with it a pair of invisible quotation 
marb, 10 

that 
it is to be Rt in some such fn.me 

u 'I am •Yins • • .' and without this wider 
frame the third-person assertion is logic:ally in
complete." 

80 See my article ''The Cause and Cure of 
Sin," R•so-, Ill (February 1962), 2--4. 

does such a creedal statement as the follow
ing, extracted from Johann Valentin An
drcae's Christianopo/i.s of 1619: 

Credimus toto corde 
in Iesum Chriswm,87 
Dei & Mari:le filium, 
coaequalem patri, 
consimilem nobis, 
Redemptotem, dua
bus naturis personal
iter uniwm & utris
que communicnntem, 
Proph

eram, Regem, & Sacerdotcm nos
trum, cujus lex 
gratia, cujus scep
rrum pacis, cujus 
Crucis est sacr[i]fi
cium. 

\Vic believe with our 
whole hcatt in Jesus 
Christ, the Son of 
God and Mary, co
equal with the Fa
ther yet like us, our 
Redeemer, united as 
to personality in two 
natures and commu
nicating in both, our 
Prophet, King, and 
Priest, whose law is 
grace, whose scepter 
is that of peace, 
whose sacrifice, that 
of the cross.88 

The Theologia11, a,ztl the Holy. In com
mon with science, theology formulates its 
theories with a view to the objective fitting 
of facts (in this case, the facts of Scrip
ture); in common with the arts, theology 
seeks by its theoretical formulations to 
enter personally into the heart of reality 

87 "Credimus in" followed by the accusative 
is the Latin equivalent of the Greek mcnEUOJ&IV 
El; • • • , signifying the highest level of faith 
(Pd•ei11, 

"confidence"), Andreae's Creed 
th111 

reaches beyond assent to trust, as must all gen• 
uinc Christian doctrinal affirmations. 

88 For the full tezt of this Creed, with ac• 
companying English translation and detailed 
analysis, see my (a yet unpublished) disserta
tion for the deg~ of Doacur de I 'Universit6, 
mention Tbmlogie Protestante: "Cross and Cru
cible: Johann Valentine Andreae's Ch:,miul 
W,ddin&n (Strasbourg, Prance: University of 
Suasbourg, 1964) I, 27211. As a contemporary 
example of a tbcologic:al system manifest
ins 

Biblic:ally sound artistic-subjective quality 
throughout, 

I particularly recommend the late 
Brlangen professor Werner Elert's Jf11 O•tli11• 
oJ Christia Doari11•, trans. C. M. Jacobs (Phil• 
adelphia: United Lutheran Public:ation House, 
1927). 
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(God's revelation in the Bible). But the
ology is more than science or art, for it 
possesses a dimension unique to itself: the 
realm of the holy. By this expression we 
do not refer merely to the "numinous" 
qunlity of religion as analyzed by Rudolf 
Otto in his epochal work, The ltlea of 1he 
Hoby; we refer specifically to the un
fathomable nature of the God of Scripture, 
whose ways are not our ways and whose 
thoughrs are not our thoughts (Is. 55:8) 
and who dem:inds of the theologian as of 
Moses, "Draw not nigh hither: put off thy 
shoes from off thy feet, for the place 
whereon thou standest is holy ground" 
(Ex.3:5; cf. Acts 7:33) . Lack of recogni
tion of the distance between sinful man 
and sinless God or blindness to the abso
lute necessity of relying upon His Holy 
Spirit in thcologizing will vitiate efforts in 
this realm, even though the scientific and 
artistic requirements are fully met. With
out fid11cia, nolilia and ass,mstu are like 
sounding brass and tinkling cymbal. 0. K. 
Bouwsma makes this point well in his un
published allegory, "Adventure in Verifica
tion," where his hero encounters difficulties 
in determining how Zeus makes Olympus 
quake: 

At a meeting of the P. L. B., the Pa.n-Hcl
lenic Learning Bust, an annual affair at 
which the feasters cat each other's work, 
he confided to fellow ravishers that at the 
time he wu considering his confrontations 
with the Makers of Fact or the News, on 
Mt. Olympus, the difficulty that bothered 
him most was not the matter of protocol 
but that of language. It wasn't that, u he 

anticipated, they, the interviewed divini
ties, would not understand him - they 
are adept in understanding four-hundred 
and twenty-six laoguases- but that he 
would not understand them. . . . 

He went down the mountain disap-

pointed. . . . When he got home he wrote 
an account of his adventure in order that 
the future of verification might not lose 
the benefit of his effort. His own adven
ture he described as one of weak verifica
tion due to sand, quicksand, too quick for 
the hour-&lass. It never occurred to him 
that not quicksand but vanity was the 
condition which led to his having his eyes 
fixed on his own &0od name in the bark 
of the tree when they should have been 
.fixed on Zeus, who made Great Olympus 
shake, not by waving his ambrosial locks, 
nor by scamping his foot nor by a crow
b:ir, nor by a cou&h, but in his own sweet 
way.ill 

How many theological theorizers have 
foiled in their Herculean labors as a result 
of vanity-as a result of fixing their eyes 
on themselves "when they should have 
been fixed on Zeus, who made Great Olym
pus shake"! 

In what way is the dimension of the 
"sacred" conveyed in theological theory 
construction? Essentially by the admission 
that (in Bouwsma's phmse) we do not 
fully understand Zeus' language. That is to 

say, the theological theorist must always 
indicate in the statement of his doctrines 
the limited character of them - the fact 
that ultimately God works "'in his own 
sweet way" (in the double sense of the 
phmse! ) . Michael Foster, by his stress on 
the irreducible mystery in all sound theolog
ical judgments, DO and William Zuurdeeg, 
with his emphasis on the "conviaional" 
nature of theological assenions,91 endeavor 
(albeit by overemphasizing a good thing) 
to drive this point home. The best analysis 

18 Bouwsma. pp. s. 10. 

DO Michael B. Poster, Jtf1s1n, atl Philosoph1 
(London: SCM Press, 1957). 

11 W"J.llem P. Zuunlces, A• Jt,,_,1kl,l Phi
losoph, o/ R, li6ia. (New York: Abingdoo, 
1958). 
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of the problem, however, comes from Ian 
R:imscy, who observes the linguistically 
"odd" character of genuine theological affir
mations. ThCJC consist of models taken 
from experience, so qu:ilified to indicate 
their sacral (logically "odd") character. 
Such "qualified models" can be found 
throughout the range of Christian docttine, 
e.g., in the phrases "first cause," "infinite 
wisdom," "eternal purpose" (where the 
qualifying adjective in each case points the 
empirically grounded noun in the direction 
of the sncral, so as to reduce anthropomor
phism and increase awareness of God's 
"otherness") . Another example is "crea
tion ,,,, 11ihilo" where "ex 11ihilo" is the 
sacml qualifier: 

In all the "creation" stories we have told, 
there has always been somalhing from 
which the "creation" was effected; there 
have always been casual predecessors. So 
that "creation" ex nihilo is on the face of 
it a scandal: and the point of the scandal 
is to insist that when the phnase has been 
given its appropriate empirical anchorase, 
any label, suited to that situation, must 
have a los.;ical behaviour which, from the 
standpoint of down-to-earth "creation" 
laoguage, is odd. \Vhen creation ex nihilo 
u a qualified model evokes a character
istically relisious situation - a 1eDSC of 
creaturely dependence - it further claims 
for the word "God," which is then posited 
in relation to such a situation, that it caps 
all causal stories and presides over and 
"completes" all the Ianauase of all cre
ated thinp. It places "God" u a "key'' 
word for the universe of "c:reatures".t:11 

Ramsey's assertion here that the "odd• 
qualifier, conveying the saaal dimension, 
can be "any label suited to that situation• 
reminds us again of the single source Em all 

• Ian T. llamlef, R~ c.-,_,,: A• 
B-,;,;. PIMi,,6 al TJ,,olo6"M Plmuu (lon
daa: SQ( Pias, 1957), p. 73. 

sound theological theorizing: Holy Scrip
ture. Only the Bible can serve as an ade
quate guide for determining what sacral 
qualiliers are "suitable" ro given doctrinal 
formulations.03 On this note the present 
section of the essay can properly be con
cluded: Sacred Scripture offers the sole cri
terion for testing the scientific, the artistic, 
and the sacral health of theological theories. 
Docs a given theory represent objective 
truths? Docs it incorpor.ue the proper 
kind of subjective involvement? Does it 
adequately preserve the sacred dimension? 
To all three of these questions so/a Scri,p
lttra holds the answers. 

THB STRUCTURB 011 THEOLOCiICAL 

THl!ORll!S 

Theory formation and testing in the
ology have now been analyzed from the 
points-of-view of science, arr, and the holy. 
One final question remains - and it is, if 
possible, the most consequential of all: 
How do the three methodological nspccrs 
of rheology relate ro each other? Analysis 
has now been completed; what about syn
thesis? So important is the synthetic prob
lem that to neglect it or to embrace a false 
solution t0 it is to insure failure in theolog
ical theorizing, no matter how honorable 
one's motives and impeccable one's proce
dures in other respects. 

I.er us dear the air by making explicit 
a fundamental principle ro which we have 
already arrived by implication. We have 
seen from clear Scriptural evidence that 
each of the three methodological aspects of 
theoloBY is absolutely essential. Neither the 
scientific nor the artistic nor the sacral ele-

u Uahappilf, u we ha"Ve aeen (the 1e1rt ar 
DD. 36 and 53), JlamseJ makes .. relisiom ex
perience" nther than Holr Wrir his touchstone 
for confirm.ins or disconfirmins theolo1ical 
modeb and their quali&era. 
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meat can be .removed from theological 
theorizing without destroying the possi
bility of results in harmony with God's 
Word. Thus we can legitimately expect to 
find deleterious theological climates wher
ever, in church history or in the present, 
reductionism is permitted with reference to 
one or more of the three methodological 
clements. The following table will indi
cate the unfortunate end products of the 
six possible methodological reductionisms: 
In terms of this scheme, many of the un
forrun::i tc ex::i mples of contemporary theo-

from theology and produces wooly-minded, 
unverifiable existentialisms that readily pass 
into the realm of analytic meaninglessness. 
But let us not lose perspective; this meth
odological sin, heinous as it is, is only one 
of several committed in Christian history, 
and we must link together the scientific, the 
artistic, and the sacral elements in theology 
so that 11011s of the six methodological 
blunders will be permitted. 

How shall the clements be related? Cer
tainly noc in dfalectical fashion,IIG for (as 
we pointed out e::irlier) a polar di::ilectic is 

REDUCTION OF INTO PRODUCES 

1) Artistic & S::icral Scientific Dead Orthodoxy 
2) Scientific & Sacral Artistic Pietism 
3) Scientific & Artistic Sacral Mysticism 
4) S::icral Scientific & Artistic Anthropocentrism 
5) Artistic Scientific & Sacral 'Theology of Glory"°' 
6) Scientific Artistic & Sacral Existentialism 

logical theorizing alre::idy referred to in this 
p::iper (G. F. Woods' subjectivism, Hor
dern's Olympic G::ime thinking, Bultman
nfan and "post-Bultmannfan" obliteration 
of the subject-object distinction, etc.) be
come more understandable: our age is par
ticularly prone to reductionism No. 6, 
which eliminates the scientific element 

11, Luther used the expression Th11olog;. 
glorilt• to ch:uaaerize the presumptive, god-like 
attempts of late medieval Scholastic theologians 
to embrace all reality in their systems; his own 
approach he designaced simply as a Twolog;. 
a11,is (''Theology of rhe Cross") ; see Philip S. 
Warson, X..1 Gotl B• Gotl! A• l•l•rPr•lt1lio11 of 
lh• Th•olog1 of ltft1rli11 L#lh•r (London: Ep
worth Press, 1947), p. 78. The Scholastics erred 
throush neglecting the renrario element requisite 
to 

the theologian's activiry; their 
impossible en

deavor to theologize from the penpective of 
God's throne as it were, would nor have c:ome 
abour if they had retained awareness of their 
own 111bjective involvement in the theological 
task. 

an open invitation to reductionism, since, 
as pressure is brought to bear on theology 
from the sinful cultural situation, the the
ologian can readily and almost impercep
tibly slide from one pole to another, avoid
ing the serious demands of each. (It is this 
di::ilectic approach, so hospitable to Neo-

113 E.g., "in the tension between analysis and 
existentialism" (Walter Kaufmann'• philo

sophial nwdm, 
characreristially 

endoned by 
Willem P. Zuurdeeg in ''The Implications of 
Analytial Philosophy for TheoloSY," /011,.,,.J of 
Bibi• "" R•ligio•, XXIX Uulr 1961], 210). 
In point of faa, only a solid analytial •• 
can keep existential affirmations from dribbliq 
off into unverifiable nonsensialiry; thus not a 
"tension" but a ,,,..,,,,,.. is required for tbe 
proper relating of objective analpis and mb
jective-sacral existentialism. No better illustra• 
tion of this exists than Wirqensrein'1 arrival at 
tla ltf.1stiseh• at the end of bis TrMltlllll and 
the manner in which this work of logia.I analysis 
prepared the ground for bis later Ph&noJJhiul 
l•••sli1t11itnu. 
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structure the scientific, the artistic, and the 
sacral factors in theology so that they have 
a theocenuic, Cross-centered focus, and so 
that the objective provides an epistemologi
cal check on the artistic, and the artistic 
serves as an enm:.oe to the sacral. Consider, 
then, this suucrural model of theological 
explanation: 

orthodox and existentialist viewpoints, that 
has permitted contemporary theology, un
der pressure from "scientific" critics of the 
Bible, to avoid the basic issue of the his
torical and scientific authority of Holy 
Writ.) And not by 110 attempt to find a 
pivot in man's faculties (e. g., Lonergan's 
striking "insight" motif 80) by which the 
several methodological levels can be tied 
together, for such a pivot will inevitably oo Dernard J. F. Lonergan, 1'11 igh1: A StNd'I 

of Hut111m. U11do rst1111di 11g (London: Longm:ans , 
shift the focus of theology from the God of 1958) , passim. The Autumn l 96 5 number of 
Scripture to sinful man. Rather, we must the Saint Xavier College (Chic:ago ) quarterly, 

The Triune God 

G 

Scriptural Revelation 

Tb 

The Scientific 

Man's World 

Jn Cross-Section: 

Christ-Axis 
(His inca rnation, 

Atoning DC!lth, and 
Resurrection) 
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The cone .represents God's .revelation to 
man as expressed in Holy Sc.ripture. This 
revelation, as we have seen, consists of ir
reducible, objective facrs ( the scientific 
level), to which subjective commitment 
must be made (the artistic level) , and over 
which the divine majesty hovers in grace 
and judgment (the sacral level). The truths 
of which God's .revelation is composed are 
legion (T , T , and T ) , but they all cen-

11 b n 
te.r on the great truth which serves as the 
axis and focal point of the .revelation as 
a whole: the Word become flesh, who died 
for the sins of the world and rose again for 
irs justification (T ) . n1e taSk of syste-

x 
matic theology is to take the truths of .rev
elation as discovered by the exegete, work 
out their proper relation to the focal center 
nod to each other ( in the model, these 
relations arc represented by the distances 
between T , T , and T ) , and construa 

11 b X 

doctrinal formulations that "fit" the .revela
tional truths in their mutual .relations. In 
terms of the model, theological theories can 
be conceived of as cellophane tubes con
structed to fit with maximum transparency 

Contin1111m, is a Fesuchrifr entirely devoted to 
the 

exceedingly important work 
or this Wittgen

srein-like professor ar Rome's Gregorian Uni
versity. In matters or theologial mcthodolo8f 
Lonergan is far more wonh reading than most 

contemporary Proresmnr writers on the subject 
since he is well aware or the debilitating effect 
or current existentialisms on theologial method 
and thoroughly versccl in post-Einstein scien
tific theory. Sec Lonerpn's review or Johannes 
Beumer's Th•olo1i. .Js Gl.11b•,unrslhthis 
l Wiirzburg: Echrer-Verlq, 19.53) in Gn10-
ri.1111m, XXXV ( 19.54), 630--48 ; and see also 
the accounts or Lonergan'• insrirure on theo
logial methodology held in July 1962 ar Regis 
College, Toronto (Sdne•s Eedl silutiq11•1, XV 
[Mai-Seprembre 1963], 291-93, and P. B. 

Crowe, "On the Method of TheoloBY," Th.a
lo,;ul S1,uli•s, XXIII (1962], 637-42). 

the truths of revelation; the theologian will 
endeavor continually to "tighten" them so 
that they will most accurately capru.re the 
essence of Biblical truth. 

The theological theorist builds his cello
phane tubes from bottom to top: he sta.rts 
in the realm of objective facticity, employ
ing the full .range of scientific skill to set 
forth revelational truth; and he makes 
every effort not to vitiate his .results by 
reading his own subjective interests into 
them.07 But as he climbs, he inevitably 

OT The mingling or the subjective wirh rbe 
objective is deadly to any scientific theorizing. 
Th

eologians 
who would disregard this fact in 

their e:igerness ro cxisrentialize Christian rbe
oloBY mighr ponder the followins quotation 
from Il upcrr T. Gould's E11 ig 111111 (New Hyde 
Park, N. Y.: University Books, 1965), p. 321: 
"A novel and inrercsring theory respectins the 
origin-wholly, or in parr-of Schiaparelli's 
[Manian] "anals' was communicated to me in 
November 1944 by Dr. G. S. Brock, P.Il.5.E. He 
draws attention ro the possibility rhar some or 
all or the appearances which the Italian asuon
omer believed he had discovered on the Martian 
disc were acrually siruated in, th• l•11s of his 
ow• •Y• and were symptomatic of incipient 
cararacr. 

"Ir is undoubtedly true rhar in certain con
dirions of lighting an image of the lens of the 
eye (rogerher with any defects which this may 
have) can be projected on to the object which 
irs owner is observing. Dr. Brock informs me 
that 

this facr 
was finr announced by an Austrian 

scientist c. 1842 bur was afterwards lost sishr 
of in consequence of Helmholtz' i.nftDrion of 
the ophthalmoscope some 10 yean later. He 
considen ir quire possible rhar some, ar least, of 
Schiaparelli's 'canals' were caused by lighr ftom 
Man, 

reflecred from 
his retina, causins defects 

in rbe lens of his eye to be apparendy projected 
on to the planet's disc-and, not: improbably, 
blended with markiD11 acrually ezistins there" 
(italics Gould's). Whether or nor this ezplana
rion of the famed "canals" of Man is IOWld, ir 
should give pause to mnremporaq rheologians; 
for nor • few of the rheologial rheories of our 
day reflect the inner life of their proponears far 
more than the objective revealed uutb of Holy 
Writ. 
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(bccnuse of the personal center of Biblical 
truth) reaches a point where be must in
volve himself subjectively in his material 
in order to get at the heart of it; here be 
passes into what we have cnllcd the artistic 
le\•el, where the semi-transcendent, subjec
tive "I" can not be ignored. Still he climbs, 
and cvenrually - if he is a theologian 
worthy of the name-he finds that his 
theory construaion has brought him into 
the realm of the sacred, where both the 
impersonal "it" of science and the subjec
tive "I" of the humanities stand on holy 
ground, in the presence of the living God. 

A concrete illustration may be of value 
here. The doctrine of the Trinity is a theo
logical theory, since the term is not given 
as a revelatiooal faa. lo formulating this 
theory, the theologian commences by ob
jectively analyzing the Biblical data con
cerning the relations among God the 
Father, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit
but especially in reference to the character 
of Jesus Christ, the focal center of the
ology.88 He finds that Jesus fully identifies 
Himself with the Father through His 
words (e.g., forgiving sin), acts (e.g., 
miracles), and specific claims ( "I and the 
Father are one," "he who has seen Me has 
seen the Father;• ere.), and that He attests 
His claim to deity through His resurrec
tion. 119 The theologian discovers, more
over, that this same Jesus asserts that the 
Holy Spirit is "another of the same kind" 

18 Hisu,rically, u is ,-ell kDOWD, the church 
arrived at its Trinicarian doctrine primarily 
duoush just such reflection OD the Chrisrological 
problem of Jesus' relation ID the Father. 

DI See John 2:18-22 and my SIMP• of lh• 
PtUI, pp. 13&-C5. What in our ruuctural 
model we have called the "Christ-axis" thus be
comes the epistemological support for the entire 
tbeoloaical endeavor. 

(iVJ.ov naecixl1rrov) as Himself,100 and 
that in His final charge to His disciples He 
places Father, Son, and Holy Spirit on pre
cisely the same lcvel.101 At the same time, 
the personal identities of Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit are manifestly evident in Holy 
Writ, though God is "'One" to all the Bib
lical writers. Conclusion: the God of the 
Bible is ( in the words of the Ath:masian 
Creed) "'one God in Trinity and Trinity in 
Unity." n1e paradoxical character of this 
theological theory should not disturb us, 
for it is a conceprual gestalt demanded by 
the data; the more "'rational" (better: 
"rationalistic") theories of Unitarianism 
and Modalism pervert the Biblical facts in 
the interests of a superimposed logical con
sistency. The orthodox theologian properly 
and humbly subordinates his theory to the 
data, as the physical scientist does in formu
lating die paradoxical "wave particle" 
theory to account for the ostensibly con
tradictory properties of subatomic phe
nomena: 

Quantum ph)•sicists ogree that subatomic 
entities are a mixture of wave properties 
(W), particle properties (P), and quan
tum properties (h). High-speed electrons, 
when shot through a nickel Cr)•stal or 
a metallic film (as fast cathode-rays or 
even B-ra)•s), diffract like X-rays. In 
principle, the B-ray is just like the sun
light used in a double-slit or bi-prism 
experiment. Diffraction is a criterion of 
wave-like behaviour in substances; all 
classical wave theory rests oa this. Besides 
this behaviour, however, elecuons have 
long been thought of as clectrimlly 
charged particles. A transverse magnetic 

100 John 14: 16; cillo; is sharply disrin
suished in the Gn:ek from 11:100; ("another of 
a different kind") -see Gal. 1:6. 

101 Matt. 28:19. 
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field will defiect an electron beam and 
its diJiraction .1>3ttern. Only .1>3[ticles be
have in this manner; all classical electro
magnetic theory depends upon this. To 
explain all the evidence electrons must be 
both particulate and undulatory. An elec
tron is a P\Vh.10:i 

To be sure, d1e conception of the Trinity 
in Scripture is not fully or even principally 
comprehended by an abstract formula. 
Though on the scientific level 'Trinity" is 
methodologically analogous to "PWh," the 
comparison ceases when we rise higher. 
"PWh" is impersonal, but the Trinity is 
intensely personal and touches the life of 
d1e theologian at its very center. TI1us in 
explaining the Trinitarian articles of the 
Apostles' Creed, Luther reitemrcs the sub
jective, "for me" character of me doctrine: 
"I believe that God has made me. . . • I be
lieve that Jesus Christ, true God, begotten 
of the Father from eternity, and also true 
man, born of the Virgin Mary, is my Lord. 
. . . I believe that ... the Holy Ghost has 
called me by the Gospel, enlightened me 
with His gifts, sanctified and kept me in 
the true faith." 103 Moreover, as the theo
logian contemplates the Trinitarian char-

111!! Hanson, p. 144. Sc:c Jean E. Charon, 
LIi. Connasur,.,11 d11 l'Ut1i1111,s (Paris: Editions du 
Seuil, 1963), passim. Lutheran chcolo&Y has 

always cautioned against violating rcvelational 
paradox, but Roman Catholic and Calvinist chcol
ogies have emphasized die need of achieving 
maximum .r:ational consistency in doarinal con
struction; the above parallel between the Trinity 
and PWh illustr:un die complemenrary rruch 
in the rwo views: die chcologian must always 
strive for rationalir:y in his chcorizing, but he 

must sacrifice chis ideal to the acauaie "fitting 
of the fam" when the latter do not permit 
logically consisient formulation. Reason properly 
hu a ministerial, not magisierial, role in the
ology. 

1oa Luther, Th. S•tdl Ct1111d,in,,, Ans. 1, 2, 
and 3 of the Creed. 

acter of Holy Scripture, he is caught up in 
wonder and amazement, finding himself 
transported to the very gates of glory; with 
the Athanasian Creed, therefore, he must 
express by sacral qualifiers the "otherness" 
of superlative truth: 'The Father uncreate, 
the Son uncreate, and the Holy Ghost un
create. TI1e Father incomprehensible, the 
Son incomprehensible, and the Holy Ghost 
incomprehensible. The Father eternal, the 
Son eternal, and the Holy Ghost eternal." 1°' 

Lost in wonder, then, does theological 
theorizing find its fulfillment. Commencing 
in the hardheaded realm of science, moving 
upward into the dynamic sphere of artistic 
involvement, it issues forth into a land 
where words can do little more than guard 
the burning bush from profanation. Here 
one can perhaps glimpse theology as its 
Divine Subject secs it: not as man's feeble 
attempts to grasp eternal verities but as 
a cone of illumination coming down from 
the Father of lights (James 1: 17) -a cone 
whose sacral level brightens the artistic, 
and whose artistic level brightens the sci
entific level below it. The truly great theo
logian, like Aquinas, will conclude his 
labors with the cry: "I can do no more; 
such things have been revealed to me that 
everything I have written seems to me rub
bish." 1011 In the final analysis, the theo-

10l Sc:c Ramsey, R11li1io•s C.-1•-i•, pp. 174 
-79. 

lOII Sc:c Jacques Maritain, SI. Tho- Att,,;. 
ws (London: Shecd, 1931), pp. 44--46, 51-
The eminent Jesuit philosopher Frederick Cople
ston wriies: "The Christian recognizes in the 
human nature of Christ the perlecr a:preasioa 
in human 

terms 
of the incomprehensible God

head, and he learns from Christ bow to think 
about God. But at the ame time it is certainlJ 
DO part of the Christian religion to ., mac 
God in Himself can be adequaielJ compie
hended by the human mind. And mac He 
cannot be 10 comprehended ICCIDI to me to be 
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logian must say of his theologizing what 
the great Wittgenstein said of his phi
losophizing: 

My propositions serve as elucidations 

at once a truth viral to religion, in the sense 
that it prevents us from degrading the idea of 
God and turning Him into an idol, and a truth 
which follows necessarily from the fact that our 
narw:al knowledge begins with sense-experience. 
For my own pan, I find the thought that the 
rcaliry, the 'objective meaning,' far exceeds in 
richness the reach of our :analogical concepts the 
very reverse of depressing. Sr. Paul tells us that 
11-e see through a glass darkly, and the effect 
of a little linguistic analysis is to illuminate the 
truth of this mtement" (Con1em.po,11r7 Pbiloso-
11h1: 

St•tli•s 
of Logiul Positimm 11ntl l!xis1e11-

1ilJism [London: Burns & Oates, 19S6], pp. 
101-102). 

in the following way: anyone who under
stands me eventually recognizes them as 

senseless, when he has used them - as 
steps-to climb up beyond them. (He 
must, so to speak, throw away the ladder 
after he has climbed up it.) 

He must transcend these propositions, 
and then he will see the world arighr.100 

Deerfield, Ill. 

100 Wiusenstein, 6.S4. On the famous con• 
duding assenion (7.0) that immediarely follows, 
Foster (p. 28) perceptively comments: "When 
Zechariah says, 'Be silent all flesh before the 
Lord,' this is not wholly different from Witt• 
genstein's 'Whereof one cannot speak, thereof 
one must be silent.' " 
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